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Last winter, with seventy-one layers,
I got a good protit in December and 995
iggs in January, and continued good
aying all winter. These seventy-one,
were housed in
Ait h four or tive males,
or a little over
wo pens, 10 by 13 feet,
» 4 feet a hen.
The large bouse, 20 by 30 feet, is only
tingle boarded, with rough boards with
luttent siding tacked on. It is six feet
t: the eaves and a double pitched roof
with a good slope, so there is a comparatively liberal air space. The roosts,
;liree feet from the floor, over a good
ight platform, are along the north side.
3n the south side are six windows, two
lashes to a window, and six lights of 8
jy 10 glass to a sash; also one similar
window iu the westerly end.
Γρ high in each gable I cut a bole
ibout eight inches square for ventila:ion. These are open all the time unless
Utterly cold or during storms. In eeabottom sashes,
tonable weather the
which come within about tifteen inches
if the floor, are lifted a few inches.
The roost platforms are spriukled frequently with land plaster to prevent
tmmonia escaping, and the floor covered with dry straw for them to work in.
For a cheap house I hardly see where it

and Iron.

j. WALDO

HEN

Jay.

Me.

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
Ai;

Small Houees.

Something is being learned each year
in the poultry business which would
seem to be a step in advance, and to a
certain extent to overthrow theories
Ion# held. I have convinced myself
that the old rule of live to six square
feet of Hoor space a hen is not only not
necessary but may actually be detrimental in cold latitudes.
This winter I have 222 pullets of
American breeds, 170 in a house 20 by
30 feet, with six males, and 52 in a house
10 bv 20 feet, with live males, or a total
of 2:33 grown birds to a floor space of
SOU square feet, or 3.4 square feet a bird.
These birds were boused the fore part
of November, and are confined to the
No scratching
houses all the time.
«beds or yards.
1 got the first egg on November β from
a hen that was put into the house from a
free range the previous day, and they
gained steadily from that day, until now
I have reached eighty-five eggs a day.
They paid a feed bill of over -930 in
December ar.d a profit of about ?16, and
ire now clearing considerably over ?1 a

Attorney at Law,
wKrt'W,

A

A Busy Mediolae for Ba«y People.
B-iags Golden H faith and Eeaewed Vigor.

t^oiHc for C>>u*tirNttior>, Indigestion. Live
Κ: in·-v Troubles. Piinpl»·!». Ε -zema. Impure
Ba f-Bn»:ub. Slutri»mli Bowels. H-a'lache
<-kuehe. It 's Rocky Mountain Ten in tabf· rm. 3."> cent* a box.
Uenuine mude by
cut Dure 0*p*nt, Ma lison. Wis.

;ould be improved upon.

1 said at the start that too few fowls
a house might prove detrimental.
The idea is that having them somewhat
crowded, the animal beat given off presents the bouse getting so cold as to be
jncomfortable, and if the bouse frosts a
ittle during the night, unless it ie very
:old, the sun and the warmth from the
owls will thaw it the following day, and
he air circulating through the roof
I
:rom the gable vents dries it out.
iave not seen it drip a particle this wintine
health, layThe pullets are in
:er.
ng well for the season, and it would be
lot.
more
a
tind
lard to
happy
Males, with high, single combs have
iot frosted a point, aud no attempt has
»eeu made to stop up aoy cracks about
: he windows, though the weather bas
η

GûLilSM NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

GRAIN A GOOD

SUBSTI-

The farmer who sells and seldom buys
is bound to get ahead financially, and
the one who is forever buying and seldom has anything to sell is just as certain to become short of means, if given
time enough. There are many things,
however, that the farmer cannot grow
on his land, and these he must buy or
go without. This is only fair to the
people who buy and must buy of him.
There is no excuse, though, for the
farmer to buy what by a little good management he can grow on bis own farm,
and one of these things is feed.
Not many years ago the more a man
put into oil meal, bran and shorts, stock
food and similar feeds the higher he
stood as an up-to-date farmer. To-day
we do not hesitate to say that the more
he consumes of these things on bis farm,
when he is in a position to supply their
equivalent from his own fields, the poorer bis etanding is as a No. 1 farmer and
stockman. Why use shorts and bran,
for instance, when oat hay, alfalfa,
clover, etc., can be made to take their
place? These things, grown on the farm,
have passed through no middleman's
hands, have paid no long freight bills,
no dray charges and no storage or insurance.
Nor, if fed on the farm, do
these things need to be hauled to market before the money can be got out of
here both
rhem. There are savings
ways that are well worth figuring on.
Many a man is feeding grain that will
sell readily for cash, or, worse still, buying bran or shorts and other prepared
feed to keep up the milk flow of his
cows, when stock carrots, mangels or
silage with a little oat hay, clover or alfalfa would do it better. When land is
imce rich enough and clean enough to
çrow thene two heavy yielding vegetables right, is is surprising the amount
jf feed that can be taken from an acre,
to say nothing of the succulent and
medicinal effect such feeds have. To be
<ure, these will not balance with corn,
tilage, millet, etc., as alfalfa, clover and
lat hay will, but they will take the place
>f much feed that is bought to prevent
ihriuking in milk production.
Again, when the pastures dry up or
ire short and we cannot bear to see the
tiilk (low decrease, good soiling crops
;an be on hand much cheaper than the
everlasting bran and shorts, or other
ground grain, at this time of the year
Alfalfa is,
;oo frequently "shipped" in.
>f course, the greatest of all soiling
will
it
where
grow well, but if a
;rops
few acres near the barn or yards have
jeen made very rich, the amount of fodler corn, rape or peas, with enough oats
( lown with them to hold them up well,
hat can be taken from them is somehing surprising. Every farmer with
:ows to milk should make provision this
spring for some crop of this kind to
hrow over when the pasture begins to
leclihe.
Our prairie pastures, unless almost
( endless, are all too apt to fail us early in
impie succulent feed, and anything that
will help them out without going to the
grain bin, or, worse still, to town, should
je carefully provided where possible.—
National Swine Magazine.
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AMONG THE FARMERS.

Horses Displace Automobiles.
For several weeks past the representaive of a big firm of New York City
jorse dealers bas been in the Middle
tVest selecting good horses suitable for
lelivery work, says the Western Horsenan.
The order calls for 840 horses,
ind the agent states that he has traveled
»ver a large amount of ground and has
iot yet been able to complete the order.
The horses that he has selected in Inliaua are of a high type of work horses
-eached a little below zero.
ind he pays good prices for them.
I have used narrow bouses, but should These horsee are being selected on an
bouse for
lever again build a narrow
»rder from two of the largest departwinter use.
nent stores in New York City, stores
in ϋ wiue nouse lur ail ceu UD euuJ1,.
which some time ago gave up their
ed without stint aud the birds can keep lorse-drawn vehicles and substituted
South Paris, Maine.
>ut of air draft», which is next to
he automobile. Now the automobiles
l>oesible in a narrow house.
ire to be discarded as soon as the horses
a
six
this
of
style
Attain, in a house
>an be procured.
footer like myself can get about
This is due to the fact that the manFOR
he work standing erect, and having the I
igers of the delivery departments of
Jirds in good siaed tijcks makes feeding
liese two big stores have found that
ind watering very ea*y.
lutomobiles are not only more expenHay fever
Aside from all else, the cost
live to maintain, but that they have lost
is Γ
ng a considerable number of birds
he advertising power they had when
Much less iu a house twenty feet wide ;he
first inaugurated.
was
service
quickl) absorbed.
than in a narrow one.
1
There was a time when the automobile
Relief at Once.
I
should
Should necessity call for it,
was a novelty and when the New Yorklot hesitate to place two hundred layers
)rs would "sit up and take notice"
and protects
I
a
of
sure
and
feel
u this
house
good when an auto delivery wagon appeared
îis»'tis#u tilt' I u«inter
egg production.
Now no more attention
>11 the streets.
resultiui^ from Catarrh anil drives
In summer they have access to yards s
iGold m the Head quickly. Ketitores
paid to them than to the street cars.
so the crowdiog does not
■)r
free
ranges,
Jn the other hand, a tine pair of horsee
·..
of Ta>te ami Smell. Full size
crowded on the roost.—D. I
ta. α D:u^'p>u or by mail.
Liquid barm if not
ilways attract atteution. No matter
L». Hvther, Yarmouth, Me., in
(
low many horse-drawn wagons there
ii Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
farmer.
L:
ire on the streets, the sight of a nice
rotLer*. 5β Warren Street, New York.
earn well appointed never ceases to
Cost of Raiding Dairy Cows.
:ommand admiration, and any kind of a
to
K. W. (
seems
It hardly
ne;:es«ary
The
earn has it over the automobile.
"ther dairymen or men engaged in
jig store managers never forget the ada
make
to
practice
farming
when
general
rertieiog side of any feature, and
'aising the females from their best dairy t was also demonstrated that the horseIt would seem as though no
;ows.
irawn delivery wagons are cheaper to
•ould be so short-sighted as to send to Γ uaintain there was no hesitation in dis<*'■
'urnleh DOORS find WINDOWS of any
SU»· or Style at reasonable prices.
narket a heifer calf from cows capable of bud
ing the expensive pieces of machinproducing milk at a protit. The
and purchasing new wagons and
>ry
>xcuse that could be given for market-Γ iew horsee.
that
be
they
t>H such calves would
This comparison in favor of the uorse
>uld be purchased as two year olds β also the more striking when it is re>f'·
want of any kind of Ktnlsh for Inelile 01
raised.
be
can
than
they
•heaper
nembered that these New York stores
Pine Lum
Ouui ie work, send In your or lore
In bis new book on dairying Prof. C.
ber *nd 3hluKlea on hand Cheap for Caeh.
>uy the most expensive work horses on
R. Lane, of the United States
he market. Feed and stable room is
Bent of Agriculture, discusses this subilso expensive in that big city, so that if
Work
and Job
ject and among other things says:
he experts there decide in favor of the
It is a mistaken idea that it costs too ! jorse there can je no question about it
Sale.
Matched I'tne Sheathing for
nuchto raise cows. The Illinois Ex- η other cities where a less expensive
periment Station carefully
lorse is purchased and where feed is
l·. W.
:his subject by raising forty-eight calves
:ousiderably lower.
a
at
twelve
of
Maine. Records were kept
....
We»t iuinner,
It
different
four
periods.
luring
Dairy Notes.
[ound that they could be
Milk is used raw, while most other
"aised on 150 pounds of whole milk
in some way.
milk 'ood products are cooked
ng $1.00 and 400 pounds of skim
The very fact that milk is a raw food
.osting $120. This milk was
ihould stimulate those engaged in its
■ate of ten pounds per day for ten days,
production to the greatest possible care.
when no more was fed. Only the
Never put warm cream and cold cream
farmer
the
proJinary grains which
Don't
Use separate cans.
wgether.
of
legume hay 1
luces and a good quality
can't afford It. You are in the
you
iay
the
that
dairyman
were fed, showing
lairy business every day In the year. If
-•an raise a calf in this way with little
Don't Look for
I :onducted properly there is money
irouble.
When you are troubled with your
jnough in it to buy all the necessary
Successful dairymen state that
eyee. Have your eyee examined
:ools.
by 1>K l'A KM fcNTKK,
raise heifer calvee at a cost of $18 to $20
Milk may be unclean and unflt lor use
two years
Optician and Speclaliet
up to the time that they are
for either internal or external causes.
Come here. Consult me.
jld, and frequently sell them for
The cow may be diseased or the surMaine.
this age. Even if it cost twice the good
Norway,
and the utensils may be dirty.
roundings
t»KT THE SHI'RON.
is
a
this
good
margin of profit,
come from disease in the
it is better Trouble may
that
shows
and
proposition
families of workmen engaged about the
to raise cows than to buy them.
premises. Epidemics of scarlet fever
That the dairyman should' rais'e his tiave been traced to this source.
own cows is one of the fundamental
Milk and cream take up odors and
dairying, and
taints from unclean vessels in which
15 years expert Watch- tnents of profitable of
this principle
lack of application
from any submaker with
the they may be placed, or
responsible fora large percent of
stance emitting an odor. They are easily
Boston.
it
Co.,
this
Kennard
country.
for food
poor herds in
it spoiled and made unwholesome
After all, it is not so much what
if any dirt or filth gets Into them, or if
I
a
from
calf
heifer
the
good
raise
costs to
they are covered up tight so that the
All Work
cow becanse the good ones can scarcely fresh air does not
get to them to remove
Guaranteed.
be purchased at any price. Our
the odors and gases which may be formtion was called last year to a case
in them.
sold at a farm sale as high logGood butter contains from 12 to ,,
lo
A litMe out of the way I grade cows
Of course all the
as $120 a head.
Some buttermakers
ner cent of water.
but it pays to walk.
in the sale did not sell for that
the weight by Increasing
to try to Increase
money, but a few of the very best ran
the moisture content. This method is
GK*S, WATCHES. CLOCKS that
figure. Even at this "price a cow not honest and it is not eood policy.
AMD JEWELRY.
capable of producing 300 or 400 pounds
Such work Is characterised as frauduof butter a year is much cheaper than a I lent.
With Dr. Parmenter, Norway, Maine.
Attempts are being made to regua gift. I
as
be
would
cow
200 pound
late it by law, in fact, some authorities
While much depends npon the sire used claim that the
pure food law as it now
in the herd as to whether or not the prac- stands covers It. ;
ticeof keeping the femalw is to be
heated and the bacteria
be
Milk may
,
whole it Is wise to
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couraged, yet
care

ou

t^e

well for the heifers from

J
en-|
J
the good |

cow·.

says : Aren't you glad
you don't have to "slop" your sheep,
or tie them up, or curry them down,
extract their milk? You do less
them than for any other animal on
and
your farm and they yield yon
farm larger comparative returns.
of
your sheep
ought to think a lot
handle tbem accordingly.
A

sheep

owner

..

the

bacteria and

J necessary to

a

...

higher temperature

sterilize renders it more or
less indigestible. Not all forms of bacteria are harmful, in fact, someof them
The trouble i· that they
are necessary.
are sosmall it is Impowible to get personally acquainted with them, so cannot
tell our friends from our enemies.

or|
for|
|
your|
You|
and] Agricultural Epitomlst.

"Advertising waa a great invention,"
said the successful buainesa man. "I
wonder who was the first to advertise
hia manufactures." "There's, no exact
data on the subject," answered the farmthe person
er, "but I guess the hen'·
your looking for."

[

Real Wide Tires.

I use the wide tires on farm wagons,
six inches, with hind axle six inches
longer tban the front, so as to make a
track nine Inches wide. We want stone
roads, but we want the beat dirt roads

until

we oan

Parme?.

get them.—Cor. Trlbane
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HEART'S DESIRE.

blush ror

paint"

j^^Tdurlng
darkness

your sine, even anaer yoar

Jack was quite shocked. "She did
not steal me." he protested. "I was
lonely, and I was waiting for you In
the hall, and she asked me to come in,
An Informal Call That Had a and I came, aud we're had a beautiful
time," he added in a joyous outburst.
"That's Just as bad," Hastings anBetween
the
"You mean to say The
swered severely.
By GARFIELD MAC NEAL
that she enticed you In here."
Was
the
Jack was speechless. The girl had
fCopyrlghted. 1909, by Associated Lltciar)
Press.]
said nothing.
The chimes were still riugitig an
"You might at least invite me to sit
By PAUL CAREW.
Tom Hastings sat dowu lu the halt down since you are so comfortable,"
Widow Jasou was the relict of
darkness of the little church. He had Hastings went on, "and let me Join in
Fariner Jasou, aud she carried on the
strolled lu hoping for temporary re- the beautiful time, though I don't
farm after his death with even more
lease from his bitter thoughts, hut the know, on second thought that it isn't
wisdom than he bad shown himself
quiet of the place ouly seemed to rouse pleasanter standing. It is so unusual
possessed of. She was still on the
Yet hr· to see you at my feet."
his brain to greater activity.
brighter side of forty, fair to look upcould not think of his "Story, the storj
Miss Trevor started to scramble up.
uu and was at peace witb all ber
In
but two strong hands lifted her gently
already due at the publisher's.
until the one to the east of
stead he saw only a girl's face, uov. into a big chair. It was a new experi- neighbors
ber sold out and a stranger moved in.
ence to her to be either commanded or
sweet and gracious as it had Iteeu be
He was a man of middle age named
fore the quarrel, now cold and repellent helped. But she did nut seem to mind
Chisbolm, and. being a widower, his
«s the past two weeks had shown It.
It nor to notice that he was still holdsister managed the house for him. if
Both had forgotten
A strain of music broke the silence. ing her hands.
the Widow Jason was one of those
and
over
her
bent
as
Jack
Hastings
The choir was filing In.
Hasting-?
who wondered what sort of man he
that
I
have
glanced carelessly at the white robed asked. "Are you glad
was. she was the first to And it out
procession. The face of the first boy come?"
ber live stock that year were
Jack is delighted with it all, but he Among
caught his attention for a moment, sea dozen hogs, and it was the fault of
rious. spiritual, framed in an aureole never will understand why Tom alber hired man that there were boles
ways calls the girl "Heart's Desire"
of golden hair, an ideal face for α
in
the fence through wbicb they
Alice.
is
when
her
name
choir boy.
made their way into the potato field
in
ran
back
But agaiu his thoughts
of the new neighbor. She bad Just finthe old chnnncls to the quarrel and its
SUCCESS IN LIFE.
ished ber breakfast one morning when
consequences. Her work had seemed
Chisbolm was announced, lie bad the
She was a success- What the World Owts a Man and
to go on as usual.
courtesy to lift his bat and give bis
What a Man Owe· the World.
ful miniature painter—at least tine carname, but be also bad the bluntuess to
of
of
the
the
indebtedness
at
often
The
doorway
stopped
supposed
riages
add :
re
her
room
been
and
often
bas
not
a
man
world to
the big studio building,
"Madam, your infernal bogs have
rang with feminine voices. That was duced to sj>ecitlc terms, but many η rooted
up half an acre of (MJtatoes for
She lived man has bad the feeling that his fall
the maddening part of It.
me. and if you can't manage to keep
just across the hall, so he must see ure was the world's fault, not his own 'em home I'll shoot every one of em!'*
lie had made and that the world somehow. Home
her many times a day.
She looked nt bin) and saw that he
But, then, be where, ought to be compelled to pa\
up his mind to move.
was above the ordinary and felt that
had such a beastly lot of traps, or per- for its callous indifference to his per
bad she been introduced in the convenSome men spend a
haps it was some lingering hope that soual welfare.
tional way she would have been pleasor
dis
deal
of
him
there.
time
wondering
good
kept
ed t«> make bis acquaintance. But his
Some familiar chords ou the organ cussing whether life is worth living rude
greeting angered ber, and. being a
startled him. Was it the offertory al- Other men are so busy livlug that they
woman with a mind of Her own, she
ready? Yes. and the ideal choir boy dou't care to take time out for the dis at once replied:
It is not the
was singing alone. His handsome face cussIoq of the question.
"1 can pay for all the potatoes on
was flushed, and In his earnestness heJ workers, the men who carry forward
your farm, and if you come here to
waved his sheet of music gently to the world's business, who indulge In threaten me
you'll find α woman who
and fro.
speculation as to the extent of the doesn't scare!"
lie
It
world's indebtedness to themselves.
sang.
"Oh. rest in the Lord."
"Well, yon keep your hogs at home."
Hastings leaned forward. The words Is the men who have no business but
"And .vou keep yourself In the same
The abso- sedulous speculation, like the endless
were apparently for him.
place."
lute certainty of the boy's tones car- day dreaming of the Indian faker,
•
That was the first tilt. The fences
which comes out of the same door as were mended aud the
ried conviction.
hogs were in de"And he shall give thee thy heart's that by which It entered.
spair when a high wind blew a gate
to
sell
man
has
If
the
desire."
something
open, and the drove speut the night in
The tender voice went straight to which Is of market value the world the same potato field. Next morning
him.
couiforUnl
will buy it from bim and pay bim foi Chisbolm drove ten of them home and
the man's heart and
k'es, he, too. would wait patiently, aud It. It Is a perfectly fair and straight said to Widow Jason:
A man bas no
perhaps some day he, too, would have business transaction
"Madam, there are dead hogs beIlls heart's desire. Till then he would more right to expect the world to pur
longing to you in my field. Will you
chase from him what it does not want have tbem removed or shall 1 bury
wait and work.
The next two weeks went by very than be has to expect an individual them ?"
differently. Under the press of a new eustoiuer to purchase an unnecessary
"You killed tbem. did you 7" she
enthusiasm the book seemed to write article.
No self respecting man. uu
asked.
in
to
Itself. The last sheet had gone
less sheer necessity compels bim, will
I told you I would, and 1
"I did.
the publisher, and he had always worn demand t.hat the world shall mingle
did"
ii smile when he met the girl ou the
charity with business and pay him foi
"Then 1*11 have the law on you."
stairs, lier bow was still as freezing, something it cannot use.—Philadelphia
"Go ahead."
but he only smiled again aud hummed Ledger.
She went to law. nnd there was a
:he few bars from "Elijah," "And he
suit, and she was Ingloriously beaten.
Easily Coaxed.
shall give thee thy heart's desire."
Womanlike, she felt pretty bitter over
ι....I..
u„t
I,,
«I,.»
little
The new schoolteacher had a talk
It. but at the same time she had tu
one
in
Ilobart
Mrs.
would
regard
with
day
his
choir
boy
ι-hurch. Perhaps
for lack of
how you give Mr. Chisholm credit
slug for bim. Hut the figure of the to discipline. "I don't see
bitterness. He stated his case in
any
well
as
as
do,"
you
small leader drooi>ed. In the glare of manage Bobby
the mildest manner and even spoke
the choir lights bis face showed white said the teacher. "I like hiin. but lie's
highly of her as a neighbor. WIipii
ind haggard, while hie eyes were swoll- such η mischievous little fellow, and
she returned home after the lawsuit
A wave of pity he will not inlnd, yet every one says
;n froiu weeping.
wish you'd explain she said to her hired man:
went over the watching man. It might hp minds you. I
"Josh, if that man Chisholiu comes
It
me."
to
now be bis turu to comfort. The sweet
on my land again 1 want you to throw
"Well," said Mrs. Ilobart doubtfully,
joprauo voice was low and broken.
but I'm him off."
Hastings determlued to find tbe "I'd Just as soon tell you.
"Yes'ni. I'll do It" replied the sturdy
afraid It won't help you much. You
so
he
the
of
lingered
change,
meaning
Josh.
of conx him."
ifter the service, and a kind faced cu- see, I kind
It wasn't a fortnight before Chis"Conx lilin!" echoed the tearher.
rate told htm the sad little story.
He was on his way to
what holin came.
"that's
Mrs.
said
''Yes."
Ilobart,
has
He
Haines?
"You ineau Jack
the house wh ·»; Josh headed him off
to
I
'Now.
do.
come,
I
Bobby,
him,
say
|ust lost his mother—consumption—and
rather be mother's good and ordered him back. He refused to
the poor little fellow Is left all alone. wouldn't you
and have grlddlecakes and sirup go. and Josh laid hold of him to do
He Is being cared for by neighbors, boy
and play gaiues till 8 the throwing act. but found himself a
but we must find bim a place In some for supper
o'clock than have just plain bread licked man In about three minutes.
school."
?harlty
the sep- While be sat on the ground with a
That delicate child In a charity and milk that's been through
arator and go to bed right after it, handful of grass to his bleeding nose
the
not
bear
could
school! Hastings
with the curtains drawn so you can't the victor passed on to the woman,
thought of lfc The face of the child
who had witnessed the fracas from
the stars?'
ind his owu loneliness helped him to see
Lifting his hat. be
"I can most always coax him that the frout steps.
wme to a sudden resolution. His voice
snid:
way.
svae very eager as he said, "Let me
"Madam, those hogs of yours have
"Once in awhile, If he's real set to
tiave biin."
I'll say, 'See here, Bobby, been at It again—this time in my oornAnd so Jack came to live lu the big be naughty,
which 'd you rather have—mother fry lleld—and I've had to kill another"
atudlo building. Slowly the roses came
"Have you dared to kill another of
some doughnuts or cut a little
you
did
not
He
cheeks.
bis
forget
back to
so
little, my hogs?" she demanded as her
not
willow
very
switch,
to
the pretty mother who had gone
either?'
cheeks tlamed and her eyes Hashed.
sleep so quietly, but he haunted this
"I can coax him that way sure if
"I have. Shall I bury hlniV"
new big brother like a shadow and
the other fails."—Youth's Companion.
"Sir. you are a scoundrel!"
îrept into bis arms to cry away the
"And you are a charming widow!"
jrlef that time was trying to heal.
She drove to town at once to see her
Giving Her the Benefit.
But It worried Hastings that the lad
looked at the bill lawyer.
There was $10 in tlie case
The
dressmaker
came
be
When
solemn.
so
>hould be
which had been made out for the plain for him win or lose, and be advised
η and found the l>oy poring over some
frock and then threw up her her to sue. She sued and got beaten
big book he would half laughingly little
will never do," again. The defendant referred to her
jcold him for turning Into such a little hands In horror. "That
"Twenty for In the highest terms, but he also
"You n«>ed some one to she said emphatically.
took worm.
How proved that her fences were out of reand $3.13 for findings.
play with. Jack," he would say. "It making
would that appear on paper, $23.13! pair. The lawyer saw S10 more In it.
s bad for you to be always cooped up
kvlth an old fellow like me." Tom wa^ Why. the lady would look upon the wlu or lose, and advised Josh to prose
Josh
>niy thirty, but somehow he bad felt frock as hoodooed and imagine that cute for assault and battery.
every time she wore It it would bring brought his swollen nose and black
rery old and settled since that night.
But Jack always declared that he her bad luck. Here; let me have the eye into court and was beaten by sevHe had provoked the
lidn't want to be with any one else, list of findings." She figured rapidly eral lengths.
encounter, and. If he had got the worst
uid he was such a shy child that and soon had the bill $24.37.
"There," she said contentedly, "that of it. the law couldn't help him.
Elastlngs forbore to press tbe point.
It was a month before anything furHe was therefore much surprised will satisfy her. And she will be still
when I discount the ther happened. The fences around the
more pleased
>ne afteruoon on coming in to find the
Where could Jack be? change and accept an even $24."
hog lot were thoroughly repaired, aud
•ooms empty.
\s the minutes went by, bringing no
"But." said the girl who had made for four weeks the porkers had to
sad lot. Then
»oy. be became really anxious. Tbe out the bill, "Isn't that somewhat of make the best of their
Josh left the bars dowu oue night, and
He was an overcharge?"
lanltor bad not seen him.
•eturnlng from fruitless Inquiries when
"Oh. well," answered the dressmaker, is the widow was getting breakfast
te stopped short at a burst of child"an overcharge Isn't nearly as bad as the heard the crack of a rifle. Half an
sh laughter. Could It lie Jack? He an unlucky number. Besides, I couldn't hour Inter Mr. Chisholm appeared to
icver laughed like that. But, yes; it
very well charge her less than the real Fay:
"Good morning, Mrs. Jason. Those
Mas Ills voice, and It came from tile
amount, could I?"—New York Press.
wretched hogs of yours rooted up my
rlrl'e rooms.
And now the
garden Inst night, and this morning I
Hastings hesitated.
Animale ae Weather Prophet».
killed another of them. If you wnnt
rlrl laughed. It was the same saucy
Before a rainstorm a cat nearly al·
another lawsuit ΤΊ1 drive you to town
Ittlc laugh he had loved so much in
Some
face.
washes
Its
Why?
ways
In my own buggy."
;he days gone by. It decided him. Sho claim that the
atmosphere excites the
"And you—you've shot another?" she
bad stolen bis property and should
to
overthe
and
cat's fur,
electricity In
He knocked
unswer for (he theft.
gasped.
to
come the tingling sensation she sets
"I have."
ijoldl.v on the door.
herself.
Erl- washing
"Then I'd like to shoot you! You are
lie knocked again.
Silence.
Or If there le no cat In the house you
the meanest man in the state of Ohio!"
lently they did not hear him. So ke
a pnrrot.
If the bird sits
may
possess
Yes'm." lie replied, with a bow. as
urned the knob and entered the fordown and makes a sort of hissing
he turned «way.
ilddcn chamber.
rain
In
the
look
out
for
night
noise,
Widow Jason drove to town to conSurprising sight! On the floor In
One need seldom fear getting wet In
sult her lawyer again. There was $10
rue Turkish style snt the stately Miss
Horses, cows, sheep, In It for him. win or lose, but this time
the country.
rrevor. On hiT lap were a big sheet
dogs—all evince-certain peculiar- Mr. CliNholm was arrested for mali>f card boa id and sundry brushes aDd hogs,
ities before a storm. Dogs bury bones; cious
persecution. In his testimony he
paints. Her hair was disheveled, and horses
fidget and neigh; cows lie down; referred Ό the plaintiff as "that lady"
, jeveral daubs of color ornamented her

Happy Ending.

Over her shoulder hogs grunt.
cheeks and nose.
Some day you may walk Into a field
In a state of great excitemeut leaned
see a flock of sheep In a corner, all
and
knew
him.
the truant Hastings hardly
with their backs turned to the northHis clieeka were flushed and his eyes
west.
If you wait long enough you
were dancing as he cried, "Now, that
from that di
is the way the little monkey swung will feel a wind blow up
off by bis tall!" His cheek was pressed rectlon.—London Answers.
close to the girl's, and his arm rested
8pace.
lovingly on her shoulder. Evidently
"Nobody realizes the Immensity of
she had won bis heart too.
Hastings felt a swift pang of Jeal- space."
"Except the man who has to fill a
ousy and started forward.
Then they heard him, and Jack daily half column with alleged humor."
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
sprang up, with a cry of delight.
The girl was too loaded down to
Worse Off.
rise, and so she sat there. Perhaps it
"The bachelor is worse off than the
was tbe sudden flood of color to her
How do you make
man?
cheeks; perhaps it was tbe upward married
out?"
glance of her eyes. At auy rate, a sud- that
"The married man Is afraid of only
For a
den light came to Hastings.
Is afraid of
moment he stood there blluded, dazed. one woman; the bachelor
Then his customary coolness came to all of them."—Houston Post
It was his turu to carry
his aid.
Didn't Get · Chance.
things with a high hand, and be must
She—What did papa say when you
make the most of It.
He—Why, he
His eyes challenged here as he said: asked for my hand?
"How long have you bee® a receiver couldn't say a word. She—He couldn't?
of stolen goods, Miss Trevor? I am He—No; your mother was therek-Tont
glad to see that you have the grace to kers Statesman.

Trouble
Way
Settled.
Neighbors

una exnioirea no animus wnatever, nut
that he was the one
he also

proved
persecuted. The

widow's hogs would
not let him alone. She was beaten
again, and this time a stout pen was
built, and the hogs were shut up. The
farmers had of course tuken sides.
Some contended that Chisholm had exhibited a mean and unnelghborly spirit
aud others that the widow bad been
derelict in not mending her fences, and
there were much talk and discussion.
It occurred now and then that the two
principals met on the highway or at
the crossroads meeting house, bat
while Chisholm lifted his hat and
bowed as If there was nothing on his
mind the widow, except for her biasing eyes, seemed carved of stone.
That pen held the hogs for a long
six weeks, but hogpens have their
weak points, and patience and perseverance will seek them out. The hot

warped a board and made an opening, and the Industrious swine enlarged
It until one night they all passed oat
and beaded straight for the next farm.
They fetched up among the cabbages,
Domoklns. sauashes. melon· and carsun

1 GIRL WHO DARED

the long hours of
riot. They were
missed from tbe pen early next morning. nnd the widow eat down on tbe
doorstep and cried. She cried because
ebe was vexed, and ehe cried because
she was a woman. Every minute she
expected to bear the crack of! Chtabolm'e rifle, and she fully realized that
any further appeal to the law would
She was vexed at the
bo wasted.
hogs ut Josh and at Cbleholm. Her
tears were still falling when the new
neighbor stood before ber and bowed

thoy

I :\nd

ran

A Wild Ride and What Happened
to the Culprit
By

said:

down and taking tbe work In band.
Finally be appeared In his unto,
driven by himself, and the machine

"But why-why"I must
"Because I see how it Is.
either kill ofT your whole drove or
build a pen myself. 1 shall come over

left ut the gate. It bad rested
less than half an hour when
along came three young ladies with
wus

there

flab poles on tbeir shoulders and one
poor little fish to show that they had
not visited tbe lake in vain that fore-

tonight to talk to you about It

He appeared an hour after supper,
and It was 11 o'clock before be went
home. Even then the "talk" was not
As a matter of fact It refinished.
quired a great many evenings and was
only concluded one winter's η gbt
when she laid her head on his shoulder
and said:
"If you are really sure that you love
me, then the farm, the bogs and I are

noon.

The sight of an auto was more
familiar to them than that of a carriage. They were residents of the city
und friends at borne and were sum

mering

THE GRACEFUL ANTELOPE

earth there Is still something earthly
But the
about the deer.
neems born of light and nursed In the
lap of the wind. All his movements
«how that be was meant for the air
ttan .be earth. ThoughNat»
made a slight change In B,v,n* bl™
legs Instead of wings, she made no
mistake and her work has always
been the wonder and love of the hunt
When troubles arise the deer
er.
takes to the harbor of the hills,
the antelope steers for the open sea
The farther tbe plain sweeps wide and
free the more this gay rover loves Its
safety, and a run tbiH to the deer
would mean death Is to him only a
"breather" that warms him up to the
Whether Illumining the horizon
race
Uke a shooting star in the clear morn-

«ujelope

Xr

ing air of the great plain or looming
high like a stilted ghost In the mirage
of glowing midday, he Is tbe mos
charming of all things that run and
bis passing has left a great void that

'to'»™'0'';

nothing can Oil. The few
protected us iber are. give no Idea of
the effect produced ou a lo>er of t
open by one of the great band, of the
were, strung out In a film
almost like vapor with distance and
speed, and vanishing as If In air o>er
the land's outlylug verge.-T. 8. Nan

days that

I Dyke

In Recreation.

Lectured by Carlyle.
There an· son»· Amusing memorlce
at Kyleakiu, iu Skye, of η visit once
made then* by Carlyle, traveling In the
The Ky·
train of Ijidy Asbburton.
leaklnses felt a lively curiosity concerning tbe distinguished author, aud
whenever be appeared In public he
was surrounded by a crowd of ntlmlrIng men. women and children who had

beard sensatiuual reports concerning
bis "cleverness as a scholar." Carlyle
seemed to like this hero worship until
these admirers clustered round him
wlille be was in the m'dst of his sea
bath one day. Then be assailed them
in language much more emphatic than
elegant, which soon made them take
to their heels and scamper off with all
speed out of his sight. Lady Ashburtou had prayers with her daughter and
servants murulug and evening, but the
sage was never present During these
periods. Nell Machines, tbe innkeeper,
used to relate, "he would lead me to
the coffee room and there, laying hold
of nie by the coat buttonhole, he

would lecture to me for half an hour
end on all sorts of subjects, and he
would be so iutent on it that ht
wouldn't allow me to put iu a word.
Fancy," said Neil, "that I should be
lectured to iu such a way by Tommy
Carlyle!"—London Standard.
on

Ant Hill· and Flies.
A receut traveler in central Africa
describes an Interesting use of tbe soil
of ant bills. It appears that It makes
exceileut bricks, of which houses are
built. The natives tread It with water
into a doughlike substance, which is
shaped in rough wooden molds. It is
then dried in the bud and afterward
baked in native kilns. The same substance is found to make excellent tenIt is mixed with water
nis courts.
into a thick paste, spread on tbe
ground and smoothed over with the
hands. The same traveler tells us bow
the natives in tbe neighborhood of
Lake Nyassa esteem a species of fly
It is
as an excellent article of diet.
known as the "kungu" and appears to
be peculiar to the lake. At certain sen
sons of the year these flies appear In
enormous numbers and are sometimes
blown in myriads over tbe land. If
this happens near a village tbe natives
come out eagerly to gather them up
They make them into what they consider a delicious confection.—London
Standard.

Standing

on

His

Right·.

Tbe next witness was a bard listed,
resolute yeoman with a bristling chin
beard.
"Mr. Glgson," said the attorney for
tbe defeuse. "are you acquainted with
the reputation of this man for truth
and veracity In the neighborhood in

which he lives?"
"I reckon 1 am," replied the witness.
"I will ask you to state what it is."
"Well, sir, his rep'tatiOD fur vrasslty
—well, that's dltTrunt Some says b··
does and some says be don't."
"Witness," Interposed the Judge, "do
"
you know tbe meaning of 'veracityΓ
"I rcckon I do."
"What do you understand by tb<·
word ?"

The witness twirled bia bat in bis
fingers a few moments without replying. Then be looked up defiantly.
"I refuse to answer that question.
Judge." he said, "on the ground that It
might discriminate cne!"—Chicago Tribune.

Not 80 to Hi·.
Jack—She is générons to 1 fault
Tom—Must Ικ» a mistake. I told ber
that I bad a great many fault* and
she said she knew It aud hoped that
I would refrain from celling on ber in
tbe future.—Somervllle JonrnaL

at

good

Aunt

Mary's hoarding

bouse, a quarter of a mile away.
"An auto!" they cried in cborus as
they came to a halt.
"And tbe owuer Is In the house!"
"And we can take u ride without bis

yours."

Seem· Born of Light and Nurwd
In the Lap of the Wind.
For me there have been no fairer
Jays tbun when the antelope skimmed
the plain with legs nebulous with
ipecd on that low. gentle canter w hose
deceptive motion left the best aimed
bullet far behind. For the antelope Is
Hie only large aulmal that Is wholly
iplrltuelle. Graceful as he may seem
when spurning the ground and swinging high over rocks and brush, to'refund like a ball at the uext touch of

1909.

rountry residence, but absence and a
rush of orders bad prevented tier
nephew, Gordon Gordon, from running

those blamed bogs orf
yours damaged me a hundred dollars
worth last night"
"And how many more have you
killed r ehe asked.
"None. I've Just driven 'em home.

I M·

DELANCEY.

by Associated Literary
Press. J
For six mouths tbe Widow Penrose
bud been planning no addition to her

"Mrs. Jason,

I

AMELIE

(Copyright,

,

knowing It!"
"
"Yes, but none of us can run It
Flint,
said
Miss
Dorothy
"Girls,"
with whom this story has mostly to
do, "I bave ridden in autos so many

that 1 believe 1 could run oue.
Yes, 1 know I could. It's Just like
steering a bont after you get started
I believe you turn the crank In front
first. That ignites the spark or some
thing. Then, after you get in, you pull
I
this lever back, and away she goes
think the auto belougs to a doctor
Doctors are always good hearted men
and I'm sure this one won't begrudge
Get In."
us a little spin.
But tbe commaud was in vain. They
hadn't conlidence in her experience
and skill as a chauffeur. If she could
run an auto, why not drive the ma
chine to the lake and back ? She lies!
tated and was Jeered at. She made as
times

If to turn η way and was "dared."
Perhaps Mis* Dorothy's grand fat lier
was one of those who tell at Lexington
or lay wounded mi the Held of Hunker
Hill. At any rute. the "dure" bad
hardly been dared when she was at
the crank, and as soon as ι lie whizzing
noise caine to prove that the dead ma
ctllne had come to life she climbed in

and gave It a start.
She went off with a whew and had
not covered a hundred feet when she
wished she had not cone at all. Hut ii
was too late. There were a dozen Oh.
mys!" behind her, and she lorgot everything but holding the wheel with a
prip of death.
If she had ever heard that an aut<>
could be stopped she forgot It now. Ii
was α hard, wide road, and she was

out of sight in three minutes.
The other two girls stood there with
mouths and eyes wide open and feci
Ing helpless even to scream out when
a young man came down from tbe
bouse, raised bis hat, looked around
and Inquired somewhat anxiously:
"Have you seen a stray auto round
here?"
119
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moment.
"With a g-gurl," added the other as
the tears came to her eyes.
"Whut! Do you mean that some girl
Is driving my auto up or down t!i
highway without my permission?"

η

"Y-yes!"

"And who Is she, may I inquire?"
"A Miss Flint."
"Weil, Miss Flint lias nerve. Is sinused to driving nutos?"
"We—we guess so. but she seemed
scared wheu she started off. Won't
You see, we
you run «iter her. sir?
dared her to."
"And she wouldn't take a dare?

"And tbe girl herself—did she eeetn

frightened ?"

"Scan-d most lo death, I guess. Her
eyes seen ed to be hangin' out, and
mayl>e she wee praylu*. She was holdlu' (ho mactfine lu the middle of the
road, however. If she lives to get to
the lied bridge she'll l»e stopped there
by tbe constable. He's statlbued there
to look for speeders."
The girl who "dared" IIv*m! to reach
the bridge. It was an act of Providence. From tbe moment the auto got
l;s κ peed, which was thirty miles an
hour, κ he was dumb, frozen and helpless to do anything but hold the wheel.
She s;iw nothing but the white road
ahead < f her She paused vehicles and
ivorliatiled other», but she was scarce;,· ons< ious of it As site approac hed
the bridge the strain was too much.
h d
lier Angers unclutehed from the
wheel, and fin· anto dashed Its way
through the roadside fence ami came
to a standstill In a Held. Theu Miss

Flint fainted away.

When she came to iter senses the
constable was sprinkling water In her
face and saying:
"Come. now. none of your tricks with
You are Just playing possum beme.
cause I have caught you. It's a case
for Squire Johnson, and I shouldn't
wonder If you got Jail for It."
"What—what are you going to do?"
asked the girl as she staggered to her

feet.
'Tut you in the village lockup and
notify the squire, of course. Take my
The machine is
arm and come along.
pretty well busted, and we can't use
Wonder It didn't blow up aud
It.

Were you eloping
send you sky high.
or something of that kind?"
•'I—I was Just taking η ride," was
tbe humble answer.
"Just making the dirt tly thirty feet
high and scaring folks and horses half
to death.
Well, the squire will be

tickled to see you. lie's been aching
for the last week to*get hold of a
speeder and give him a good dose of
county Jail. How dare you take the
chances—how dare you!"
"Would you take a dare from two
girls?" asked the prisoner as she released her arm and faced him.
"No-o-o, I guess not."
"Well, I wouldn't, and so there! If
they want to send me to Jail let 'em
do it!"
She was taken to the office of tbe
village Justice of the peace and arraigned. On the way there the conHe saw that
stable's heart melted.
she bad had a bad scare, and he liked
her defiant spirit. Therefore, while he

had to make complaint against her,
he did not put the speed at thirty
miles an hour. To this be added the
statement that if the auto hadn't
struck a stone in the road It would
not have struck the fence.
Then he turned and winked at the
wondering, shivering girl to put heart

In her.

It may have been one of his honor's
lie delivered a lecture on
soft days
the rise and fall of the Roman empire
or some other equally Interesting subject and concluded by suspending sentence. Then the constable Invited tho
ex-prisoner home with him to dinner
nnd set about arranging to send her
Imck to her friends.
Evening had come, and she was
about ready to start when Gordon
When he had Incame callonlng up
troduced liltnself ns the owuer of tho
smashed auto he asked grimly:
"And who Is lo pay the i."»00 damages? And who Is to pay for my trouble? Why, if the Justice had known
all the circumstances he'd have sent
you to Jail for a year!"
"Hut the other girls dared me to do
It!" protested the culprit, with trem-

bling lip.
"Say. young man." said the constable as he drew fîordon aside, "you Just
■-'et even by daring the gal to marry

you. Kite ain't the kind that takes a
dare. See? You can drive her back In
ι he buggy, and you Just keep daring
her all the way. Lord, but I wish I
was In your shoes!"
It was a fine moonlight ride. It was
rot too fast. The situation was a little
drained at first, but after awhile the
farmers heard laughter as the buggy

Well, there's a $-1.000 auto gone to
wreck and a girl lying somewhere l e
side tile road with a broken neck
Uun after her! Why, she may be fifHow passed.
teen miles away by this time!
Perhaps there was one dare, perhaps
could she be so foolish!"
a dozen. The society paper which an"But if she is d-dead. sir. some one·
nounced the engagement a few months
must brim: home her-ber mangled relater didn't specify
Society papers
mains!" said oue of the girls as both
don't always go Into oilnufe particubroke dowu and wept.
lars.
"Well. I lieileve there's a saddle
in
out
I'll
set
and
in
the
horse
stable,
l>
pursuit. Young ladles, let this be a
solemn warning to you—very solemn."
Wife W*s Sore She
He was a young man of two or The One* John's
Heard Eviry Night.
three and twenty and did not look a
There hail been a number of bur
bit like a doctor. Besides, he was not
plu ries lu a certain suburban neighbora stranger to the house from which he
small
had emerged. He tried to look very hood. and the con versa lion at a
dignified and serious as he uttered Ids whist party turiU'd naturally enough
warning, but it was a failure. Any on burglars Every laxly had expres*ed
a ijuiet, elderly geuyoung man of thut age would have an opinion except
tleman.
made a failure of it.
"Doesn't It make you nervous," someEven though the girls were tearful
and auxious as they walked along body asked h I in, "to think every night
home they agreed tltteringly that he when you go to bed that you may be
burglarized before morning?"
didn't look a bit solemn.
"Oh, we don't mind them," said the
He brought out the horse as soon as
with a
possible and galloped away, but at the elderly gentleman cheerfully,
lake the highway forked. There were glance across the room ut Ms wife.

METHODIC.^,.

three divergiug roads, aud he must
and did take his chance of bitting the
light one. He had galloped down the
left hand one for three miles before a
furmer replied to his hail:
"No; haven't secu uo gal scootin'
by here iu an auto at fifty miles an
hour If i had I should have tiling a
rock after her. Beats all how different
the gals of this age are prom those of
forty years ago. Why, when my wife
was a

gal"-

But the pursuer waited to bear no
He returned to the lake and.
more.
finding the right band road a little
better than the middle one, took it
and galloped ahead. When he had gone
a distance of two miles be drew rein
to speak to a farmer's wife weeding
a flower bed in the front yard.
"A eral and an auto, eh?" she aliened. "No; I don't think I've seen 'em.
Might have seen 'em, but If so it has
dipped my mind. What was the color
if the gal's hair?"
"But you have either seen theui or
wtr exclaimed the young man petu-

lantly.

"TbatVso—that's so.

Waal, 1 guess

;hey took the other road. That Is.
they did if they didu't take to the
ieids. Think it's golu' to rain this

week?"
By the time youug Gordon had relumed to the lake his horse was iu a
ather. and he decided to g<$ back to
his aunt's In the hope that the auto
might also have returned. His lioye
The horse was leg weary,
was vain.
ind the rider entered the house and
-ailed up α farmer on the middle road

four miles away.
"A gal and an auto2" repeated the
man at the other end of the line. "You
bet your boots I've seen 'em! Went by
here three hours ago like a whirlwind
Struck one of my hogs lyin' In the
road and knocked him a hundred feet.
Whew, but that old machine η as gildln* some!"

"We're too well used to theiu, aren't
we.

Miry?"

"John," said Ills wife warnlngly.
"don't be silly."
"Silly!" echoed he and turned to the
others
"Now, that's her modesty.
Those burglars have been trying to go
through oui house every night for two
weeks; always get In through the
dining room window too. Hut Marx
Yes. sir, no sooner do
hears them.
they get through the window thau
Mary hears 'em and wakes me up.
Fortunately for us, Mary is a very

light sleeper."

"But It must be awful to wake up
like that!" exclaimed one of the listeners.
"Rather disturbing the first night."
continued the speaker, "but not so
All 1
bad after one gets used to 1L
have to do. you know. Is to get np and

lock the bedroom door, and then the
burglars go right back out of the dining room window. Very methodical
they are, too," added the elderly gentleman thoughtfully, "for they always
lock the window after them."—Youth's

Companion.

Her

Preference.

"I—aw-want to give you-aw--a little pwesent on youah birthday, doncher
know." said young DeSappe. "Would
ycu—aw—pwefer something—aw- sensible?"

"Oh, my, no!" answered Miss Dim·
piéton. "1 prefer presents that are
characteristic of the people who give
them to me."—Chicago News.
Daan Swift'· Retort.
A young advocate said to Dean Swift,
"Supposing doctor, that tbe parson·
and the devil should litigate α cause,
which party would you think would

gain It?" "The devil, no doubt" wo·
the dean's reply, "as he would hare all
the lawyer· on bis side."
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Mr. and Mrs. Howard P. Cole of BanHarriet Cole were at Rev.
G. W. P. Hill'· for a few day·, called by
the death of their nephew, Howard Hill.
Mise C. A. Kendall of South Pramingand Mrs. Abby Billing· of
I bam, Ma··.,
Newtonville, Ma··., are gueets at 0. A.
Maxim'·.
The Baptist Sunday School voted to
attend the Sunday School field day at
the fair ground· Wednesday. A hay
rack will be at the church at 8:30 to
carry the school. It is expected that
Mr. and Mr·. Hill will return this week
Monday. Mr. Hill will probably preach

£OIJiDt*

I

emeLE COPIES.

single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
•.he puhHshera or for the convenience of patrona
jingle copies of each ltwue have been placed on
sale at the following places In the County :

S

UnlTewallrt Church, Rev. C. A. Knlcker the
grammar school enjoyed a picnic at
booker, Pastor. Preaching every Sunday at
Songo Pond, chaperoned by Mrs. Chas.
10.45 λ.·. Sunday School at 11 :i5.

—

Job Puktoo —New type, fast presses, electric
power, experience»! workmen and low prioee
combine to make this department of oar business complete and popalar.

WMt Parte.
Bethel.
Roscoe Tuell has «old his farm to OsThe ninth grade of the ριηοιιτ
school took the examination required man Clifford of South Parla. Mr. and
for entranoe to the academy and all Mrs. Tuell will oonttnue to live on the
place nntU next March when they expect
paned.
The "night before" the Fourth was a to come nearer the Tillage.
W. R. Pratt, who was recently marbusy one for some of the young people
but the day was spent quietly. Monday ried to Lottie Fraooee Allen, will make
evening fireworks were sent up from their home at hia honse on Pioneer
lite a number of residences. Among Street.
Miss Bertha A. Emmons is at home
e attractive lawns was that of Mr.
Seth Walker, which was decorated with from Portland for a two weeks' vacation
Chinese lanterna, which added to the at· with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. F.
Emmons.
tractiveneas of the display.
Miss Louise Dana of Portland Is visitTuesday the eighth and ninth grades of
Valentine.

The ladles have been busy assisting
the men in getting the church ready for
occupancy.
Dr. Edwin Gehring. wife and children,
of Portland, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. E.

Misa Amy Shaw went to Boaton Monday to attend a three week·' aeaalon of a
summer aohool of mnaio.
Mra. Major Alden and aon Dwight of
Deering are gneata of Miaa Lizzie Allen.
Ex-Barber W. H. Conant officiated In
the tonaorial parlors of W. H. Ricker
daring his absence Tuesday.
Mra. Claude Blair of Portland and
ing ber aunt and uncle, Mr. and Miss
Mra. Chaa. Jewett of Somervllle, Mass.,
Dana.
Mrs. F. P. McKenney has been on the are guests of Mr. and Mra. A. S. Holland.
siok list for several days.
The Fourth passed very quietly here.
Quite a large number from here attended the school reunion at North Monday morning there was the usual
Paris last Wednesday, and unanimously amount of small boy noiae and Id the
a game of ball between the
report It as a very floe time, and a credit afternoonmen
married
and the Alerts, which was
to all who had a part in the program.
» oloae and interesting game till the
Strawberries are
very

ed the

others here are

trip immensely.

Helen Cole was won by Miss Case.
The men's handicap cup was played
Kastman County Commissioner.
for Saturday forenoon and won bv
J
Governor Fernald last week appointed Arthur Shaw.
Mrs. Charles E. Case and little daughWellington H. Eastman of East Sumner
county commissioner for Oxford County, ter trrived uttheir summer home here
to till the unexpired term of Adelbert last week, and P. C. Case and family,
Delano of Canton, deceased. Mr. East- who have been occupying the house, are
man in a well known business man with
boarding at Elmhurst.
Hon Prentiss Cummings came to his
a wide acquaintance in tbe county, and
Delano was summer place here last week, coming
was a candidate when Mr.
from Boston in his touring car.
nominated. There were three candidates
William E. Atwood is attending
for the appointment.
H-ard summer school at Cambridge,
Maine News Notes.

Mrs. Ethel Hartford and daughter
from Dover, Ν. H., are at the old childhood home of her father, John Kimball,
on a vacation.
Willie Chase has bought the standing
grass on the Maple and Pine farm.
Berries are plenty.
An interesting letter just received
from our brother, S. G. Packard of Elmira, Ν. Y., has these few interesting
words. "I wish I lived near by so I
could come and see you but it is out of
the question as it is. But the world is
full of life and companionship. The
cool breeze is a blessing. The grass and
Patrons of the public schools are flowers and trees all say we are in the
pleased to learn that Miss Edna M midst of life. The rolling clouds, the
who Las taught here with the fields of swaying grain and the moving
Luce
most nattering success for the past two
boughs of the trees tell us of life and
years, has consented to return in the action, and in a world so beautiful and
the
of
in
and
continue
charge
fall,
eloquent we must be strong to do. I
schools in this village.
It
am still working on the new house.
Prof Edwin A. Daniels and Mrs. Dan- will be well
along toward fall when it is
iels arrived from New York last week,
completed. Thirty rooms altogether,
iheir son aud daughter will come a little large and small, with all modern imlater.
provements." Mr. Packard was a
The big boulder for the Hannibal teacher and scholar at North Paris some
Uamlin memorial tablet was put in place years ago and no doubt would been glad
upon its foundation last week and prep- to have attended the reunion July 7th.
arations for the exercises of August 27th
West Bethel.
A meeting of the exare progressing.
ecutive committee and the heads of
"A wide, wide Held of clover,
And a sunny summer day,
other committee· was held last ThursAnd a bobolink warbling over
day and another will be held at the
HUjubilant roundelay;—
assessors' office in South Pari· on TuesNo artist's brush could paint It,
For sky, and flower-decked aod,
day afternoon of tbis week at two
And the bird with heart of music
o'clock. Owing to the great number of
Are glfta from the hand of God."
people that will be present on Aug. 27th
it has been decided that no attempt will "Beneath the
open sky abroad.
be made to serve a dinner except for the
Among the plants and breathing things,
Maine Commandery of the Loyal Legion The sinless, peaceful works of God,
111 share the calm the season brings."
the speakers and the band. All others
Farmers are haying when the sun
must come provided with a basket picnic
dinner. The speakers' stand will be shines and hoeing on cloudy days.
Harlan P. Dennison was visited last
erected on the steps of the Biptist
church. Dinner will be the first thing week by a sister from Massachusetts.
J. Henry Briggs visited his wife and
m order after the arrival of the Loyal
in New Gloucester last Sunday.
Legion, then the speaking, after which daughter
George Forbes is done working on the
the L. S. Military Band from the National Soldiers' Home will lead the railway section here, and has moved to
Pond.
parade to the scene of the unveiling of Bryant's
Rev. J. M. Belt was called to Washingthe Hamlin memorial to be followed by
ton, D. C., last week by the lllnees of
a band concert.
The entertainment advertised for Mon- one of hie children.
Miss Mina Tyler, one of the assistants
day evening, July 12, 1· to be given by
Prof, and Mrs. H. R Pierce of Alliance, in the post office, was confined to her
Ohio, who are guestw-of Dr. and Mrs. D home by illness last week.
Miss Ethel L. Allen came home from
Mr. and
M. Stewart of South Paris.
Miss

the|

Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Goodwin celebrated the UTth anniversary of their marriage at their home in Litchfield Mon-

day.

During the tiret six months of the
i'SO au'omobiles were registered in

year

Maine, -144 of them
June.

during

the month of

Secretary of the Treasury Franklin
MeVeagh was in Maine last week on a
tour of inspection of the custom houses

of the state.

Robert Brown of Sargentville, 14 years
a gun toward him by the muzzle with the usual result. He died in
the hospital shortly afterward.

old, drew

_

For the tlrst time in ten years the big
porgy factory at Boothbay Harbor will
be started up shortly. This is due to
tbe great swarm of porgies roported
headed this way.

State Superintendent of Schools PaySmith was elected president of the
American Institute of Instruction at tbe
closing session of the annual meeting of
that body which was held at Castine
last week.
sou

Leslie C. Homer, a prominent business
of Bucksport, died Friday at Islesboro as the result of injuries in a runaway accident there on July 4th, when
he was thrown out and injured about
the head. He was 38 years old and unmarried.
man

The Maine Cectral has already begun
tbe double tracking of its line from
Etna to Hermon Pond—a distance of
eight miles and a half—and the job entails a change of location and lessening Mrs. Pierce have given entertainments
of the grade in I'armel for a distance of «η Sooth Paris and vicinity at different
2.0 miles.
times, and greatly pleased the audiences.
1 heir program
consists of two part
The torpedo boat destroyer Flusser
sketches and single impersonations given
will be launched from the Bath Iron
η costume.
The new program offered
Works, Tuesday, July 20, and the event this season is of high order and will be
will be an important one in the history
appreciated by all who attend.
of the Shipping City. The Reid, a sisI he Pierce· have charge of the Oratoritbe
about
will
overboard
ter ship,
go
ca Department at Mount Union College,
niw)^la nf Ancmat
Alliance, Ohio, and are spending the
summer at their cottage,
Harpswell
"Pop" Williams, second boatswain's
Centre, Maine.
mate of the U. S. battleship

(greatly

wa<

found sutlocated in

a

Georgia,

room

of tbe
after a

Park Main Hotel at Rockland,
tire that damaged the building some
Williams was
$2,000 had been put out.
:JS years of age and enlisted at Boston.

Greenwood.
Tbe glorious Fourth is now among the
events of the past, which means that old
Father Time ha* worked up the first
half of the year ltH)9, and is well started
And probon the second and last half.
ably une-half of that stock of good resolutions made up for the present year,
has been broken, and quite likely the
remainder will be before it bows itself
down and out.
They had a sort of apology for a celebration at the City, but since the writer
was not there to take notes he will pass
it over to those who were.
Tbe strawberry harvest is «bout ended
and a bountiful one it proved to be.
Divers cans of the small fruit have been
put up for next winter, and although
fine for preserves at that time of the
year they are a little superior when
eaten fresh from the field.
The potato bug war is on and probably
it will take a month to "tight it out on
this line" and gain the victory. With
the grasshoppers the case is different.
Myriads of them have hatched out, and
since comparatively few are devoured,
and ehould the weather continue favorable for them it remains to be seen how
the crops look a few weeks in the future.
New potatoes are on the market and
selling for 40 cents per peck, but probably they grew several miles farther
south than our location. There is no
hurry for that luxury here since there
are still several bushels of old ones in
the cellar, still fine and mealy as when
reported last fall.
Miss Cora Morgan finished her ten
weeks' term of school last Friday. It
was her first one and there seems no
reasou why it will not be reported a success.
Tbe school closed with declamations by each scholar and a little help
from outside, followed by a fine treat on
bananas and confectionery, the writer
taking a humble part in each and especially the latter. Those who were not
absent one-half day were: Delia Bryant,
Harold King, Elsie Dunham.
Sylvester Cole has just been here on
hia weekly round, having two of the
three little boys belonging to bis son,
Fred Cole, with him, the younger having
an abscess forming in the abdomen and
giving the little fellow a good deal of
trouble.
Benjamin Ring has been living with
his son, Wesley Ring, several years and
until lately has enjoyed very good health
for one who has lived his three score and
ten, but lately has been failing. Formerly he has taken pride in having the finest
garden in the neighborhood, but this
year be has done nothing in that line.
Windy and cool, haying commenced
and the click of tbe mowing machine
again heard in the field.
Mention of the Richardson family de
ferred for want of time, another week

Nathaniel Place, Jr., aged 27, was
drowned at Bath early on the morning
of the :;d, by falling from a dock into
the river. Ile leaves a Wife and one
Âcadia
son.
He wan a member of
Lodge, K. of P., and of Bath Company.
K. of P., also quartermaster of
U. R
Camp Kateon, Spanish War Veterans'
Association.
The balloon ascensions in Portland's
celebration on the 5th resulted in one
fatality and one injury. In the afternoon James Corcoran of Everett, Mass.,
The signal
2.' years of age, lost hie life.
have been given by gunshots
was to
the
make
for him to
parachute drop. It
is supposed that he mistook the promiscuous tiring of revolvers
by the
crowd for the signal, as he cut loose
when only a few hundred feet in air.
There was not time for the parachute to
open, and Corcoran lived only about ten
minutes. At the
evening ascension
Joseph LaRoux was «oing up, when the
balloon struck first a tree and then a
wire, mixing things up considerably.
LaRoux immediately cut loose and
dropped a few feet to the ground, sustaining a badly sprained wrist and other

slight injuries.

Here and There.
"The day we celebrate" is said to
have been, all things considered, a day
of unusual freedom from serious accidents this year. Only six people were
killed outright in New England, though
many others were injured.

"We, who are defenders of that tragic
measure, the death penalty, are sustain
ed by the conviction that the prejudice
which our opponents entertain against
the execution of the criminal will eventually give place to sympathy for his
victim." So says an advocate of capital
punishment in a recent periodical article. And yet it is not reasonable to say
that sympathy for the victim is to be
measured by tbe character of the punishment administered to the criminal.
The trend is not toward capital punishment, but away from it.
The Japanese are ready scholars.
Members of the legislative body in
Japan have been "grafting." Which is
quite progressive and American. But
they are now Id jail. Which is different.

having

a

good supply

Brookline, Mass., Monday

to

enjoy

a

vacation with her parents and brother.
Readers of popular fiction are mourning the recent deaths of Mrs. Mary J.
Holmes, Augusta J. Evans and Sarah
Orne Jewett.
While some are searching for the poles
of the earth others are desirous of learning if the planet Mars is inhabited, all of
which causes much money to be most

foolishly spent.
Mrs. Helen Tyler came very near being run over by cars on what is known
as the steam-mill crossing on Saturday
of last week. In backing the horse from

the track the carriage was overturned
and Mrs. Tyler thrown out, but escaped
any serious injury.
West Sumner.
The new arrivals at Ryemoor Cottage
are Mies Kelton of Cuba and Miss Gates
of Boston, who is soon to go to China as

a

missionary.

E. G. Doble and W. £. Bisbee had
green peas of their own raising the 4th
of July.
Dot Heald has whooping cough and
bronchitis.
Dr. Ε. H. Andrews of Brunswick was

here Thursday calling
Mr.

and

Mrs.

on

friends.

Eugene

McKeene of

Stoneham spent the week end with Mrs.
McKeene'e parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.

a score

them return here.
W. W. Dunham continues to make additions and improvements on his buildings. He has adrf&d a piazza on the
west side and is now building au addition to the stable. The bank wall in
front next the street has been removed
and the grounds are being terraced. Be
is making a fine place which is an ornament to our village.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham have returned home. They have been visited
for a few days by H. R. Dunham and
family of Watervilie, and G. L. Dunham
of Brattleboro, Vt.
Mrs. Emma W. Mann is having a vacation at home.
Bryant's Pond.
Clarence Hammond of Gorham is
A party from the Ricker house took a
staying with relatives here.
Frank Verrill has moved from Trap day's outing this week at the l'everley
Corner to Mechanic Falls and the house camp, North Pond.
Elmer R. Bowker is visiting his sister,
is now occupied by George Curtis and
Mrs. Essie Stanley, at Bethel.
family.
Smith and
Prank Cushman, J. S.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Penley and daughter Bertha took an automobile ride to Ernest Cushman returned Tuesday from
Cumberland Saturday and Sunday with a week's fishing in the Wild River

region.
Wilbur Moulton of Bridgton.
Mrs. Mark C. Allen and son Mason are
his
Hiram Berry recently visited
his
visiting in Jonesport.
father, Dea. George Berry, and left
Arrivals in town this week: Charles
two boys to spend a vacation for a
Morton, New York ; W. S. Wight, Bethel ;
while.
Advertised letters in West Paris post Mrs. Etta Tilton, Worcester; Edwin R
Perham, Framingbam.
office July 10:
Winfleld J. Powers, assistant freight
Mrs. Thome· Willie.
Mr. G*o. L. Willie.
agent, has been given the position of
Prof. Spoffortl.
night operator at Bethel. Robert B.
M leg Emma 8poffunl.
Crockett takes his place at this station.
V. M. Twltchell.
Herbert Cole and wife of Lynn, Mass.,
Mise Myrtle Farnum.
Mrs. Β. M. Pratt.
visited at P. P. Cole's this week.
Mr. J. T. Mathews.
P. M. Moree has sold his Reo automoMr. Morse
Many in this locality were greatly sur- bile to J. E. Stephens.
prised and shocked to bear of the sui- leaves Monday for St. Johnsbury, takcide on last Thursday at Hotel Revere in ing the position of traveling salesman for
Boston of Henry Ellsworth Dunham, the Golden Tonic Co. of Westbrook.
But few have commenced haying exsecond son of Henry B. Dunham of this
place. The cause for the deed is not cept around the village, most farmers
fully understood although the deceased thinking their grass will improve by the
left a note to his brother stating the middle of July.
reason as being unable to control the
Mexico.
cigar habit. The news was a great blow
to his father, and many friends are ex
Rev. George M. Park of Presque Isle
pressing regret and much sympathy. is making a week or more visit with bis
Ellsworth Dunham Curtis went to Bos- brother, Henry W. Hie daughter Eveton for Saturday and Sunday to attend lyn is with him.
the funeral.
C. L. Howard is receiving a visit from
his son Charles and a grandson from
Oxford.
Haverhill, Mass.
Dr. Ernest Hall of Augusta, who came
Mrs. Betsey Walker, widow of Jason
here with his family to visit at C. S. H. Walker, died the morning of the 7th
Hayes', was taken suddenly ill. He was inst., aged 84 years.
found to be suffering with appendicitis,
Asa Flagg, after seventeen years away,
and an operation was performed, Dr. visited town the first days of this month.
Oakes of Auburn, Dr. Bradbury of Nor- Came from Farmington, Me.
Julius R. Austin purchased six acres
way, and Dr. Farris being present. It
was found to be a severe and advanced
of the Jarvis W. Richards farm last year.
case, and he died Friday afternoon. These acres front on the Harlow Hill
Mrs. Hall is a daughter of Mr. Hayes.
road and adjoin the Daniel B. Austin
Elbridge Wight of Otisfleld was found farm on the west. Mr. Austin has built
dead in the field where he bad gone to a large, very nice house on the lot and
pick strawberries. He leaves a widow, has already moved into it.
a son, one brother and four sisters.
Albert S. Eustis and wife from BosThe Fourth of July celebration passed ton, Humphrey M. Eustis from Minneoff satisfactorily, no accidents occurring. apolis, and Mrs. Sarah Mitchell, all
There were fantaetics, races, music by schoolmates and village mates of the
the band and a regatta in the evening, writer in DixBeld from babyhood until
when the boats were decorated with other haunts were sought, spent a part
flags and lighted with Japanese lanterns. of an afternoon with Henry W. Park
Mrs. I. N. Keith and Miss Flora Mc- Monday, the 5th. This meeting brought
Neal have moved from New Hampshire together three members of the Dixfleld
into the parsonage of the Congre- Brass Band of 1857. Geo. M. Park and
H. M. Eustis bad not met for forty
gationalist society.
Mr. Pananjen, an Italian student, years.
the
M.
E.
church
at
Several house owners and family men
Sunday.
preached
Mr. Augustus Perkins of Cambridge, have gone to Alberta, Can., and taken
Mass., is visiting his brother, Mr. H. O. up land there unden Canadian preempPerkins.
tion laws. They write roseate letters
Charles Bryant's buildings were burn- regarding the country, quality of land,
ed Tuesday.
climate and prospects for big advance in
Harry Hayes and wife of Baltimore
visiting at C. S. Hayes*.

are

price of land, rapidly increasing population, and will dispose of homes here and
have families go there as soon as they

East Waterford.
can.
We did not bave a very noisy Fourth
Several picnic parties spent Sunday,
of July. There was no drunkenness that
wife, and little daugh- the 4th, at Pappoose Pond.
B. Q. Mclntire'e family and Mr. and I observed or heard mentioned.
ters, Margaret and Franoes, of South
Paris, are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. T. H. Sawin are at Pine Lodge,

Wheeler.
Lester West,

Geo. West.
Mrs. Omittie Bobbins, who spent the
winter in Lynn, Mass., is here for the
is
summer.
Mrs. Bobbins
keeping
house in the little cottage near her son
E. D. Bobbins' farm house.
Mrs. Abbie Bates is having some repairs made on the interior of her houee.
Mrs. Bates has had a room plastered
with the new pulp plaster. The first of
its kind to this village.
Bev. and Mrs. G. W. F. Hill of Paris
Hill have the sympathy of the entire
community in the loss of a promising
Mr. Hill
son who was their only child.
is the pastor of the Baptist church in
this village.
Mrs. John Foster of Bryant's Pond
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Free
man Farrar, last week.
Elias Johnson of Strickland Ferry is
here in his auto. Mr. Johnson started
up his mill and got Geo. Redding to run
it for him and sawed lumber for a house
frame for F. L. Chandler.
The barn dance at F. L. Chandler's
farm the 5th of July was well attended.
There were about fifty couples present
orchestra
in the evening. Bennett's
from Buckfield furnished music, and it
proved to be a very enjoyable occasion.
S. Β Β. Club was entertained by Mrs.
W. E. Bisbee Thursday afternoon. Roll
call; current events; poem from Rudyard Kipling read by Mrs. M. J. Pulsifer; The passing away of the beloved

Sarah Orne Jewett; Longfellow's place
among the poets of the old and new

worlds, Mrs. Alice Buck. The following
officers were elected to serve the ensuing
six months:
Pre·.—Rosette H. Ryereon.
Vice Pre».—Hattle G. Howe.
Sec. and Librarian—Helen 8.
Treas Amanda Blibee.

Pappoose.

Mrs. C. H. Kilbourne and three sons
of New York and Miss Mary Chadbourne
of Brockton, Mass., are at W. H. Chadbourne's for tbe summer.
Miss Kitty Walker of Norway is visiting her brother, Hubert Walker.
H. 0. Rolfe was in Portland Wednesday for a slight operation.
L. E. Mclntire has six men helping
him hay.
Horace Allen is helping S. S. Hall

through haying.

Norway

|

daughter Grace, who will visit there

a

while.

for

Many of the farmera are haying, but
alowly, on account of the poor weather.
Mra. Warren Charlea, Misa Ella Charlea,
and the three boya of Millard F. Charlea,
are here
au m mer.

at the old homeatead for the

The number of aummer residents and
boardera la Increasing every day now.
Dr. S. S. Steams and family came

Friday from Washington.

—

There are several more cases of measles at W. H. Kilgore's.
Mrs. Winnie Hall has a bad throat, an
abscess probably.
Ernest Murcb, wife and son Clayton,
were at W. S. Partridge's over the 4th.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer T. Dunn are both
sick with the prevailing grippe.
Miss Leola Noyes and Miss Hallie
Walker are at J. L. Partridge's for a few

Wednesday
in Randolph,

Sunday, Jnly

Rev. Setb Benson officiating.
Mr.
Ayer was an old resident of Howe Hill,
but for several years has lived frith his
North Stoneham.
Mrs. Small. He is survived
Mr. and Mrs. Austin MoAUister and daughter,
three daughters and two sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Noble of Norway by
visited at H. B. McKeen's Saturday and

place

Sunday.

of business

Me. 4,

Herbert McKeen, wife and baby, from
Lovell, visited at Mrs. MoKeen's home,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sawyer's, the Fourth.
Hattie Hilton from Lewlston is staying with her brother, Lymao Hilton, a
while.
Dennis Adams has been quite lame.
His oolt kicked him on the leg.
Mrs. Chester Beckler and son of Woodstock are visiting Mr. Beckler's mother,

Brownfleld.
W. Howe, aged 70 years, who had
been sick a long time, died July 3, was
buried from the house. Tbe funeral
was conducted by Bev. Mr. Albarian.
Interment in Brownfleld Pine Grove
Cemetery. He leaves a wife and one
brother to mourn bis loss.
Married, July 6th, Mr. Fred Waterhouse of Gorham, Maine, and Miss Flora
C. Swett of Denmark.
Tbe Fourth was a quiet day in this

food a building he had never seen
I fore. He thought it over for a minute mid then went across the street
and knocked at a friend's door. They
were in bed, and some one sang out:
'••Who is it?
"
'Abe Lincoln,' was the reply. 'I've

been looking for my house. Can you
ti ll me where it is? Guess I must
have been lost I thought it was Just
When I went away
arrosa the way.

the building was one story high, and
now It Is two.'
"It was explained to him that dur·
ing his absence Mrs. Llncolp bad added another story. He laughed and
went back to the strange house."
He used to tell the Joke on himself
many times, according to the major.—

a

$1.00 COBSETS,

Gowns

the

ton.

seen on

now

Gowns

69c.

CHILD BEN'S GAUZE PANTS,

ONE LOT WHITE GLOVES,

were

16c,

were

60c,

were

Albany,
Mrs. L. L. Lord,

Mr. and
A. D. Bean,
and Gertie Sloan attended the Fourth of
July celebration at Greenwood City the
Stb.
There was a large attendance at the
danoe at Leslie Kimball's the 5th.
Master Glyndon Sawin of North Waterford is visiting his aunt, Miss Bstella
Bean.
Mrs. Myra Lord and son Vivian were
at F. G. Sloan's reoently.
Mrs. R. M. McKeen.
The schools In town olosed the ninth.
Earl MoAUister and lady friend from

in a clump
left ber
Mrs. Cromwell
daughter's on the 25th of June to go to
her son's, aod it was not discovered until Saturday that she was missing. A
search resulted in the discovery of her
remains. Quite a quantity of money
which she bad with her is missing, and
the affair looks very much like foul play.

Sunday, badly decomposed,

of bushes.

Advertised letters in South Paris post
July 12, 1900:

office

J. W. Cnmmlngs has been
Norway spent the Fonrth with hit
list bnt Is gaining.
mother, Mrs. L. J. Gammon.

on

the slok

26c.

now

for Hot Weather.
We've all kinds of desirable things

Dudley.
Mrs. Sadie E. Cottle.
Mies Bertha Bray.
Miss E. Edwards.
ΜΙ'β Nellie G. Small.
Rev. D. R. Ford.
Eva Dean.
E. P. Bartlett.
C H. Kollcy, (3).

line of soft shirts

we

One View of 6aving.
Ik Marvel, author of the "Iteverlee
of a Bachelor." was all his life opi>osed
A
to the undent commercial spirit.
once visyoung disciple from the west
ited llie aged writer In his New England home The youth, a poet, said he

thought he would put away his verses
and write magazine love stories, so as
to able to save money.
Bu: Mr Mitchell frowned and shook
his head
"Saving." he said. "Is the maula for
depriving yourself of things which you
want now for fear you may not have
things which you won't possibly waut
forty years hence."

and

In· sad <>n jour birthday.
Ethel Well. Tommy ΊΙ be eight uext
:1011th and then he'll be a year oldei
1 lian me again, and I've tried so hurt!

up.-Ix>ndon Puoch.

catch him

25c.

.oo.

to

to see the excellent

this

ottering

are

make

help

to

season.

choosing

makes

easy.

Our underwear stock ie full
We've the 13. V. D. underwear.

complete.

wear

ought

assortment

Unions $1.00.

50c. per garment.

Other under-

$1.00.

H. B. FOSTER,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

^

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

SALE!

WHITE

JUNE 5 TO JULY 3, INCLUSIVE.

Bigger and Better Than Ever.
UOUDIC
An

ι

Li

a

of the muslin underwear

LOI wonderful

We would call

IN

yards
yards

5

with in
to

we
our

have had »uch
last two vie».

Table Damask

as

cents.
cents.
cents.

cents, &c.

TWO

OFFER

WE

CRASH
6

success

Special Attention

50-cent goods for 39
75-cent goods for 60
82-cent goods for 62
$1.00 goods for 76

SPECIALS:

14-cent unbleached for 60 cents.
1 l-cent bleached for 50 cents.

A great bargain at 35
One Lot Tray Cloths.
A Fine Line of Napkins at very low figures.
25-cent French Batiste for 19 cents.
iç-cent India Linon for (3 cents.
15-cent Killarney Linep for 12^ cents.

This sale

cents.

20 c»· ts.

BARGAINS
IN WHITE
We shall show

Come in and

to

splendid

50c. and $[

don Tit-Bits.

mustn't
What Is it

S. F. Davis, Postmaster.

You

a

Discouraging.
Mother-Why. Ethel, you

Chas. H. Harris.
Mrs. A. D. Field

you comfortable.
The

en-

remarkable
story of η ghost in the form of a clock.
At the apprcach of midnight each
night the otherwise peaceful "grandfather" becomes Inhabited by a spook.
The ticking < lunges into a deep and
peculiar thumping, the cluck increases
In stature, while a pair of gray feet
protrude from beneath Its base. Passing through transitional stages the
thumping is replaced by a spasmodic
b.-euthing, and upon the stroke of 12
the pet duluni door opens, revealing an
enormous ashy gray hand with mal·
shaped lingers. The clock face disappears. displaying a frightful gray
head, large and round, with abnormala
ly long, pale blue eyes. Beyond
quiet stroll, which causes weird tap
plugs along the landings during the
night, the apparition Is Inoffensive and
Is κ: id to prove of great sen-Ice In
scmjjuv every one early to bed.—Lon-

Basingstoke provides

Mr*. Eva

to all.

a

we

WAISTS, LONG SLEEVES.

VERY large line of Hamburgs at VERY low
A cordial
will show you many other things.

Sincerely

price
we

e

yours,

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

CUT THIS OUT

A COMPLETE LINE OF

ready

it where it will be

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

reference

Hosiery.

Summer Underwear and

when you wish to send away money.

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats in

mil ineis

guaranteed by the
New York with

and over,

are

resources

the

COMPARE

in S
!2
???!?

mm
S9-22

to

IS cent·
20 cenu

send money.

MARKET

POST OFFICE AND EXPRESS
MONEY ORDERS COST
S 08014
rrom · 001 10 · 2 80
"

i

|

5.co
2.51 to
5.01 to $ 10.00
*10.01 to Î 20.00
to $ 30.00
$30 01 to $ 40.00
(40.01 to » S0.00
tot
I 60.00
(50.01 to
t° $ 75.00
•tio.oi to
00
*:
•75.01 to $100

§20.01

i

3 cenu
Scent·
10 cent·
12 cenu
15 cent·
18 cent·
20 cent·
25 cent·
30 cenu

For e«] e toy th.e

Paris Trust
*ud alao

a*

Co.,

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s,
PARIS,

SOUTH

MAINE.

EVANGELINE $3, NEW CENTURY
$2.50, PRINCESS LOUISE $2.
These three lines of shoes for Ladies, which we
and
carry in both Boots and Oxfords, all styles
all kinds of stock, are made in Portland by A.
H. Berry Shoe Co. and we want to say that it

make better goods for the
price. They perfectly and the styles are the
latest. We carry a full fine of them and can
fit all kinds of feet.

possible

Miss S. M.

and

COST BELOW:

BANK MONEY ORDERS COST
Scents
From 1 cent to $ 2.50
150.00 to $ 73.00
$75.00 to 1100.00

BEST, SAFEST

to

fit

styles and shapes.

the nicest

Surety Co. of
of $3,250,000.00

American

CHEAPEST way

is not

9c.

Furnishings

Men's

either

Keith realized that he must
abandon the idea of a continuous

The body of Mrs. Abbic Cromwell of
South Dresden, 77 years of age, who had
been missing sinoe June 25, was found

L222Î
fr? û? !° f

39c

1

without Interruption.
Patrons were allowed to spend the
entire day in the theater, and at first
so many avuiled themselves of this opportunity to get a substantial tilling of
amusement at a small cost that Mr.

Hiram.
Mr. Elias Gould, who celebrated bis
05th birthday on May 30th, is «till erect
and vigorous, and bas been in the fields
during the present season, not necessarily, but from his inability to give up bis
life-long babit of diligence and industry.
He is visited by his grandchildren, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Gould, of Skowhegan,
and his daughter-in-law, Mrs. Alice
Gould, of Lawrence.
It has been quite comfortable on some
of these July evenings, especially the
4th. to Bit near a Are in the old fashioned fireplace. There was a high wind on
the StL.
Mrs. Mary Barker Dodge, the poetess
of Boston, and her son, Clinton Dodge,
are boarding in town.
Rev. Mr. Stuart of Newburg, Ν. Y., is
preaching in the Congregational pulpits
of Hiram and Sebago.

»

now

now

Norway, Maine.

half
noon, and from that time until
went
past 10 at night the performance

Ira M. Bearce and
Helena and Miss Isabelle Benson are at
Prof. J. F. Moody's.
Miss Grace Bumpus spent Wednesday
with Miss Prince at the Ridion cottage
on Pennesseewassee.
Mra M M. Marshall of Boston is visiting relatives here.

..

76c.

Our store will be closed Friday afternoons
during July and August

playhouse

Cuebman's.
Prof, and Mrs.

keep

98c,

were

HAMBURG REMNANTS, 6c and 8c per yard.
MUSLIN REMNANTS, 6c per yard.

tertain meut or else Invent some methvacation.
od by which tlie audience could be
Mrs. A. M. Richardson and Albert
driven out of the building and place
have been to Camp Ellis a few days.
made for those outside who were waitOeo. Wing, Jr., of Auburn spent tbe
Necessity is the
4th at H. K. Steams.' Mr. Stearns has lug for admittance.
when
been quite sick with tbe measles, but is mother of invention, especially
It i< mated with sharp Yankee wit. and
better at the present writing.
Prof, and Mrs. Dwyer returned last It wis thus that what is known as
week from a short wedding trip and are "the chaser" came Into the world.—
now occupying part of Mrs. J. D. DonJames L. Ford In MeClure's Magazine.
ham's house.
little
and
Hanscom
Mr. and Mrs.
A Ghost In a Clock.
daughters of New York are at Fred

and

60c.

now

LADIES' HOSE, black and tan, 3 pairs for 26c.
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR, Corset Covers, 16c. 2 for 25c.

Boston 8tore.

It was In the month of January, 1883,
that Mr. B. F. Keith, who had been
studying the show business with farseeing eyes for many jears, presented,
In a store that he had leased in Bos-

on

The 4th passed very quietly. There
tbe usual picnic. Speaking by Mr.
Webber of Auburn and music by Hebron
Military Band.
Mr. H. H. Gurney and family of Auburn visited at C. H. George's recently.
Miss Eva Barrows is at home for the

FIGURED SILK MUSLIN, was 25c, now 16c.
$1.26 and $1.00 SILK GLOVES, long, now 39c.

They War· Started by B. F. Keith In

day with
parents.

was

at

CONTINUOUS SHOWS.

village.

Hebron.

prices that will cause them to move
from this department rapidly.
CHILDREN'S COATS, nearly all colors, several styles, one.
half price.
$6.98 coats now $2.98. $4.98 now $2.49.
now
$1.49.
$2.98
LADIES' SUITS

National Magazine.

tlrst continuous show ever
any stage. He paid his performers $20 a week for a Bingle turn
and $4<i for douille and required them
to give eight or nine turns a day. His
was a
"top llnpr" or chief attraction
of
pound and a half baby. The doors
were thrown open at
ills

Everett Llnscott of Boston spent the
Mr. and Mrs. R. Linscott, bis

Sale I

Reduction

days.

Bennie Bottle of Lynn visited relatives
here a few days recently.
East Sumner.
Mrs. Belle Hersey is caring for Mrs.
The Children's Day exercises at the C. F. Whitney.
Another
case of mumps, Grace Flood.
Baptist church on Sunday, July 3, were
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Burns and little
carried out in a pleasing manner. The
of Lynn are stopping at W. O.
programme consisted of songs and reci- daughter
tations by the children, a solo and short Perry's.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Wood of Sabattus
address by tbe pastor, Rev. F. M. Lamb,
and an emblematic piece by thirteen came to Asa Frost's the 3d of July and
until the Gth.
young ladies. All the parts were well stopped
Goldie Frost is working for Mrs. Arrendered and the emblematic piece was
especially fine. Tbe church is much thur Holman.
pleased with a fine individual commuNorth Waterford.
nion service recently presented by Mrs.
Julia A. Payson and Miss Flora RobinHenry Hamlin and wife of Portland
son of Medfield, Mass., and Maria Pettee made a visit over the 4th at his mother's,
of Foxboro, Mass
given in memory of Mrs. Martha Bisbee'·.
their father and mother, Lucius and
Strawberries are very plenty in these
Ann Bonney Robinson, who were mem- parts.
bers of this church for many years.
The school reunion that was to have
been the 3d, was postponed until the
Denmark.
5th, on account of the rain. There were
Tbe Farwell Brothers Moving Picture over 60 present and it was voted to hold
annual meetings.
Linwood Flint was
Co. gavd a fine entertainment in Odd
viceFellows' Hall Monday evening to a large elected president; Evelyn Green,
president, and Annie Hazelton seoretary.
audience.
Fred Davis of Norway is stopping at
Mrs. Geo. W. Gray is visiting friends
Newell Andrew's. Edith Palmer, who
in Brewer.
has
been there some time, baa gone to
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C. Ordway, after a
the Lake House, Waterford, to work.
in

new

Miss Bessie Fisk
been the gueat of Lester Bean.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Kimball of Boston passed the Fourth with their parents
here.
Mr. and Mm. Walter Bartlett pasaed
the Fourth at H. B. Bartlett's.
Chas. Holt of Lynn, Mass., visited at
J. L. Holt's last week.
Mrs. B. C. Clark and two sons of
Saugus, Mass., art visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kimball.
her
Miss Florence Skillings closed
school here July 2d. A picnic wa* held
in the grove which waa much enjoyed
by the pupils and a number of invited
frienda.
Mr. and Mra. Guy Bartlett, Mise Bessie
Florence
Miss
Skillings,
Fisk,
Lester Bean and a number of others
at
Birch
the
Fourth
Lodge,
passed
Howard Lake, Hanover.

law and Journeyed about from
:« court on horseback," says Major
"Those trips often took
>:ittlnger.
ονera1 weeks at a time.
"On one of these trips Lincoln was
He reu'one for about four weeks.
8topplng bis
turned late one night
lurse, he dismounted at the usual
place. He turned to go into the bouse
Although be was a
π d then stopped.
n:an of temperance, be thought he
must hare been imbibing on the sly
«·» me time that day, for before him

Lake.

Robertson.
Massachusetts and New
long visit
have returned home.
Refreshments of fruit and lemonade Hampshire,
Mr. Harold Perkins bas opened his
were served.
The next meeting will be
new
studio and is

The last day of school a picnic was
with friends and relatives in Harrison.
to the scholar· and parents by the
Walter Emery's two children of Port- given
teacher, Lillian Corbett. A nice dinner
A recently published article says that land are
relatives In town.
visiting
waa served, also ice cream and cake.
there is enough timber standing in tbe
Mrs. Lendall Yates spent Saturday
This ia Mia· Corbett'e third term and no
state of Washington to build 5,000,000 and
with her sister Luoy at
Sunday
teacher was ever more popular with
six-room house·, sufficient to shelter Poland.
scholars and parenta than she.
one-third of tbe Inhabitant· of the UnitMrs. Ed Pike has a Finn woman workMisa Alice Luce came July 1st to
ed States, or faroish ties for 1,893,939
ing for her.
the sommer with her father, who
miles of railway track, etc. But all tbat
Mr. and Mrs. Alby Noyes of Bryant's apend
doesn't justify any waste of timber, in Pond spent Sunday with her sister, Mrs. is fire warden and baa a camp on Ariscoos Mt.
Washington, Maine, or any other state.
Alma Este·.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Herrick of
West Lovell.
A Card.
Poland are spending a few days with her
N. S. and Ear Fox, Irving Bowley,
I take this opportunity to tbank tbe sister, Mrs. Aaron Cox.
MoAUiater
Mrs. Annie Holmes of Bnckfield spent Oris LeBaron and Ralph
Republicans of Oxford County through
went to Mt. P-jnd the firat of the week
whose recommendation I was appointed Sunday with Mrs. W. F. Yates.
The school in the Tubbe district fishing.
to the vacancy in the board of County
John A. Fox haa commenced haying.
I shall endeavor, by closed Friday after a very successful
Commissioners.
Wealey Smith ia mowing with a mafaithful and impartial service, to merit ter» of ten weeks, taught by Myrtle chine.
tbe confidence you have thus expressed. Ring. A treat of candy and peanuta
Olden McAltiater'a wife ia very poorly.
It is hoped she may rew»n served.
Very trnly yours,
Her mother ia with her for a few days.
turn next term.
H. KasTttAjr,

Wkluxotox

of ten to three.
by
The Buckfleld Literary Club was delightfully entertained at the home of
Miss Nellie Dudley Tuesday. About
twenty-three of the members were prèsént.
Mra. Carrie Spaulding went to Caribou,
Me., Wednesday morning for a visit
with relatives there.
James DeCoster of Mechanic Falls waa
in town Wednesday.
A. A. Farrar and wife of Brockton,
Mass., have been gneats of Rosalvo
Crockett for a few days the past week.
Ralph H. Morrill has purchased a new
automobile of the Overland make which
he brought home Wednesday.
Mra. Anna Buck, matron of Sturtevant
Home at Hebron, is with her mother,
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldroo, at the home of
Alfred Cole.
Mr. Lymao Irish of Whitman, Mass.,
has been .calling on friends and relatives
in town for a few days.
Mrs. A. C. Haley of Lisbon Palls has
been the guests of Rev. and Mrs: A. W.
Pottle.
Mr. James Kehoe and daughters of
Kezar Palls wero in town calling on
friends this week.
Mr. C. S. Chiids has broken ground
for a new residence on his lot opposite
the home of C. M. Irish and will proceed to build at once.
Miss Louise Buck, who has been visiting Miss A. H. Prince, returned to her
home in Traverse City, Michigan, Priday
morning. Mise Buck hae been in Boston two years studying music and this
fall will go to Nashville, Tenn., to teach
music in a girls1 school there.

of the Alerts won

Locke's Mills.
The Fonrtb passed very quietly here.
photograph
making
held with
Mra.
Ryereon July 22d. some fine piotures.
No excitement, no accidents.
Author, Henry van Dyke.
Master Edgar Crooker spent Fourth of
Mr. Geo. W. Gray has placed a fine
coming probably.
watering trough at tbe junction of lake July with his grandparents.
Wilson's
Mills.
W. S. Fremont's moving pioture show
road and Main Street.
Eut (lreenwood.
Mr. Elwood L. Pendexter, who was was in town Thursday, Friday and SatThe new stage between Errol and WilWalter
reMrs.
Emmons
have
Mr. and
son's Mills made the first trip July 1st. married Sunday, the 4tb, at the home of urday of last week.
turned from their trip to Madison.
The funeral of the late A. J. Ayer was
his mother, Mrs. C. O. Pendexter, left
Jobn Allen is the driver.
Flora Edgerly is spending a few weeks
here with his bride
for his held at the Union Church

The county court honse in Portland,
which has been in process of construction for some year·, is now so far along
tbat they are buying furniture for it.
Wonder wbat kind of furniture will be
in style when they get ready to buy it
for tbe new city hall?

accompanied by her

C. Chamberlin, Mrs. Gehring's parents.
prolific
East Bethel.
proving
Thursday five of the Κ. Ο. K. A.'s in
inning, when the married men by
charge of the merlin, Rev. W. C. Curtis, this year. From about one-eighth of an eighth
visited relatives at Berlin,
Bean
Α.
M.
few
and
a
a
of
series
timely
costly errors
went to Mt. Caribou and camped, re- acre of vines H. G. Brown will have at
turned the tide and Ν. H., over the Fourth.
turning Friday afternoon, having enjoy- least 600 quarts, and J. F. Beed and hits by the Alerts
of Princeton has

Mrs. W. A. Bunting spent Thursday berries.
Mrs. Annie D. Roderick and two chilin South Paris and Norway.
Store.
Shurtleff's Drug
South Part*.
Miss Alice Mason has returned from dren of Portland visited her sister, Mrs.
Norway,
N'oyes' Drug Store.
Carroll A. Bacon, and other relatives
New York.
Stone's Drug Store.
next Sunday.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Thursday the Woman's Relief Corps here several days of last week.
Buckfleid.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Uffloe.
Kecent arrivals at The Beeches: Miss served supper In Odd Fellows' Hall.
Paris Hill,
D. H. Fifield made a trip to Gorham,
SamuelT. White.
West Paris.
Mary White, Brookline, Mass.; Miss A.
Thursday Mrs. John Holt and son Ν. H., last Friday.
Mrs. Dora M. Jackson is having a two
Benjamin, Oakland; Miss Ethel Clark Reginald came to Mrs. Holt's father's,
Mias K. A. Ketchum, New York; Miss Mr. J. U. Purington's, from Andover, weeks' vacation from her work as clerk
Coming Events.
Bither, Linneus, Maine; Mrs. H. Smith. Mass.
in the post office. She went Thursday,
Miss G. M. Reed, Miss Mildred MorSunday afternoon a vesper service in oompany with her mother, Mrs. Clara
Aug. 3.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Water
ford.
row, Springfield, Maes.
was held in the Congregational church A. Ridlon, to Berlin, Ν. H., for a stay of
Mrs Jarvis L. Carter and Miss Doro- in which the Sabbath School children a week or more with Mr. and Mrs. L.
Aug. 21-—Unveiling of memorial tablet to Han
nlt>al Hamlin on the centennial anniversary
arrived Saturday from participated.
thea Carter
H. Penley. At the close of that time
of his Mrth, Paris HIU.
Au*, j;.—Examination for state teachers' certi- Montclair, N. J., to occupy their sumProfessor Archer Grover of the U. of Mr. and Mrs. Penley will move their
ficates, South Paris and other place*.
mer home here.
M. has been visiting his mother, Mrs. household goods here, where they will
store them for a short time. They exgolf tea of the season was Olive Grover.
.The atfirst
NEW ADVEKT1SEMENTS.
the links Saturday afternoon by
given
pect to go to housekeeping upstairs in
MIDDLE INTEBVALE.
Mrs O. A. Thayer and Mrs. Knickerthe Penley Block about the middle of
Don't Korget the Blue Stores.
bocker, and was a very pleasant and sucThe school has closed here which was August, and Mr. Penley will open a
Buy "P. V" Corsets.
cessful affair. In the putting contest a taught by Eva Farwell until she was general store down stairs in the place
Summer Reduction Sale.
Sale.
Kor
tie between Mr. Knickerbocker and Mr. taken ill, then It was finished out by formerly occupied by P. J. Miles & Co.
Krult -Jar Sale.
staples was won by Mr. Knickerbocker, Methel Paokard. It closed with a pic- Mr. and Mrs. Penley have many friends
Kor Sale.
and a tie between Miss Clara Case and nic, and all enjoyed it.
in town who will be pleased to have
Sod;». Ice Cream.
For Sale.

remain· about the aame, having a
nurse from Portland/
Mra. 8. L. Plummer went to South

fever,

Parla Saturday,

SUMMER

LINCOLN'S HOUSE

LmB.

BackfMd.

lira. Elizabeth Green Gardner of Port▲ant Baohel Knight, who came over
land la tb· guest of Mra. H. H. Nalty at from Sweden η few week· alnoe, end is An Oecaaion Whan Ha Did Not RaoogHotel Long.
niza It at Firat Sight.
making her home at Lloyd Poor'a, «ofMiaaea Mildred and Vera Gould of fered a stroke of paralyala recently and
"Mrs. Lincoln played a food Joke on
Freeport are vlaltlng their grand parenta, la quite low.
r husband when' he was practicing
Mr. and Mra. Ο. E. Walte.
Jamda H. Walker, who haa rheumatic
court

Wheeler,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SQUARE,

Travelers' Cheques of the
American Bankers'
Association.
Membership:

10,000 Banks and Bankers.

Money being every traveler'·
important that his funds be

first
in

necessity,
a

it ia

extremely

form which is at

once

SAFEST, MOST AVAILABLE, MOST
CONVENIENT AND MOST ECONOMICAL.

THE

These

cheques fulfill all the requirements,

what has been

appropriately

and constitute

called "The Perfect Interna-

tional Money."
These cheques eliminate vexatious delays, inconvenience and
embarrassment to travelers in obtaining funds in all foreign
Readily
countries and in all parts of the United States.
Railroads, Steamship
throughout the world, thev do

cashed at full face value by Banks,

Comp inies. Hotels and Stores

safe.
require personal introduction and are perfectly
on
sent
be
will
these
A booklet fully describing
cheques
FROM
THEM
BUY
request.
not

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO., THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
Opera

House

Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

Τ·1·ρ1χοη· 118·Β.

of

Norway, Maine.
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wxrr orric*.
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Edgar Barrett of Sumner has been
visiting Louis Clark for a few days.

tjHASU T1DHI 1*11·**"·

Commencing June 27, H*·»
trais» lkavk south va*i«
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Rev.
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6 00

Mrs. M iry Tolls of Brockton, Mass.,
was the guest of her brother, George M.
Giles, a few days last week.

Preaching service
45 A.M.
Sunday School at
V P. C. t.
P. M.
3:»
nion a»

ev^

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Murphy are spending a few days with their daughter, Mrs.
Walter Penley, in Greenwood.
Mrs. Maria Glover has returned from
very enjoyaïïte visit spent with relatives on Crockett Ridg·^ Norway.

a

The family of John C. Gerry of Lewishave been in town for a week, Mr.
Gerry himself being here only for a day.
ton

So.
Rcbekah
,Uii fourth Krtdays of each
eisan

ν
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rii.
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Lodge,

Kev. Blanche Wright Morey occupied
MmbaUPos», No- 148. meets
itunlay evenings of each the pulpit at the Universalist church on
Sunday, and will be here again next

l.adlee of the U. A.
"K'Vii,bânlicircle,
l third Saturday evening» >f
;
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visited by het
of Rockland,

Miss S. M. Wheeler was with the
Walkers at their camp at Shagg Pond
several days last week.
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Wallace CW.ro.

Church.
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Ke«u!ar
iwrl Lodge. So. 94.
venlng on or before full moon.
:,u Mica Lodre, regular meet
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•îlnif of each week -Aurora
,,,! third Monday evenings
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Young is
Whiting

Walter Ordway of Rumford Palls was
a guest of his brother, S. C. Ordway,
last week.
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Mrs.

toare
Mrs. C. K. Richardson of Minneapolis
T. s. Kewtey, Pastor. and her grandson, Charlie Leroy, are
visiting relatives here.
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Mrs. W.

mother,

iting her granddaughter,
Haskell.
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meeting Wednesday evening
cortlally
,t"^erwVe connected.
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Arthur Daniels of Berlin, Ν. H., was
with hie mother a few days recently.

Mrs. Louisa Jewett of Denmark is visMrs. £. N.

a.
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at J.

Mrs. Harold Gammon is with her father at Milton for a short time.
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Miss Lain Payne oi Rumford Falls ia
visiting at T. M. Davis'.

SOUTH PARIS.
Oûice Hour·: 7 30 Α.

George Jones of Portland
H. Jones' over Sunday.

Sunday.

,..

*-r in liraml At mi Hill.
;
L. Chamberlain Camp meets
fourth Saturday evenings of each

Mrs. C. A. Bessey and Miss Julia P.
Morton went Saturday to stay a few
days with Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Morton at
-Parle Grange, from May 1 to Oct. I, their
camp at Shagg Pond.
Ληα thirl Saturday; during the
In
r ,,f the year, meets every Saturlay.
Harry M. Wheeler was at home two
"
He
and fourth Mondays of or three days the last of the week.
has been attending the meetings of the
.V ρ—Stony Brook Lodge. No. 181,
at
oil : and fourth Wednesday evenings American Institute of Instruction this
Castine, and goes to the same place
'.-Hamlin Lodge. So. 31. meets every week for the state meeting of school
venlng at Pythian HalL
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H. Robinson is

visiting in

superintendents.
Herbert Campbell,

who lives at Leon
Swallow's on Elm Hill, while firing at
Bat ii.
a target with a 22-calibre revolver SaturKnight is at home from Auburn
day, accidentally discharged the refer a vacation.
ι volver into his
hand, the bullet enteriug
,,
Olive Barnes returned to her at the base of the little tinger. The
κ Portland Thursday.
bone was broken, and the flesh was
somewhat torn. The wound was attendM iu.l Mrs. N. D. Bolster were in
ed to i m met! iately, and except for the
.nil for the day Friday.
I*
possibility of blood poisoning, there are
F.N.
of
store
in
the
;e Clark is
not likely to be any serious consequences.
season.
"for the vacation
While working on repairs on the trolν
and Mrs. Herbert Cole of Lynn, ley Hue in the street in front of W. J.
β.
Cole
D.
at
^re guests
M
Harry
Wheeler's Tuesday, Luther Morse of
Norway in some way got hold of a live
ν: L. Crooker and A. W. Bryant of
wire. He was knocked off the car on
Lo· v's Mills were in town last week.
the top of which he was working, strikν ν C. A. Bessev of Stoneham, Mass.,
ing on his hands and knees. No bones
it ν Mting her sister, Mrs. L. C. Morton. broken nor were there other serious conof the fall, and though laid
Vr. and Mrs. H. J. Morton of Chicago ! sequences
Bolster s last off from work for a little, there were no
*, «-'it a few days at N. D.
serious results from the shock received.
w>*ek.
The Democrat's next serial story will
Water
to
has
E. Hathaway
goue
be "The Man from Home," a novelization
where he will spend the next few
of the very successful play of the same
* eeks.
name, by Booth Tarkington and Harry
i'he loft for the new pipe organ is be- Leon Wilson. This business of novelizing built on at the rear of the Baptist, ed dramas it must be admitted is a little
hurch.
overdone, nevertheless this is not a very
and very readable story. It parMiss Mabel G. Hathaway is at home long
takes of the fantastic, overdrawn style
r the vacation from her teaching in
of the modern drama—of any drama for
H rkport, Mass.
that matter, but especiallly of the modMrs. Arthur Hall and daughter. Miss ern drama—and needs to be read with
ν
guests of that fact in view, but is well worth
.ry, of Bucktield, were
ir u<ls in town last Friday.
reading, purely as entertainment.
V

I

j

Walter Peaslee and, daughter
The Pierces (Harry
Raymond and
χ
rie of Exeter, N. U., are visiting Zulette Spencer) gave an entertainment
rive· here for a few weeks.
t
in New Hall Saturday evening. They
have appeared in South Paris before,
Κ Curtis and family of Kennebunk
and are remembered with
pleasure.
ive been guests of relatives m town for
Their programme includes short twoΛ
Λ
days, coming in their automobi.e.
and
character
part comedies, readings
superintendent of Schools E. F. Clason impersonations, much of their work
In response to requests,
attendance on the state meeting of being original.
•ni superintendents at Castine tbis they repeated iome things which they
week.
had given here before, while the rest of
It was a
their programme was new.
Miss Hose A. Murphy and Miss Josemost delightful entertainment, refined
·,.·
Foster have gone to Ciorham to
and artistic, giving pleasing portrayals
rreod the summer school for turee
of a variety of characters, and keeping
WtHîk».
the audience always at the highest point
Mr and Mrs. F. A. Heidner and Henry of interest.
Mr. aud Mrs. Pierce and
Howe joined Mr. and Mrs. Π. A. son are guests at Dr. D. M. Stewart's
V rt a at their camp at Shagg Pond while here, Mr. Pierce and Dr. Stewart
Thursday.
being old college frieods.
Mr*

\lfred H. Jackson and family, accomtrued by P. E. Wheeler, visited Mr.
.V
Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler at Shagg
!' Mil Thursday.

The Sunday School Field Day.
PROGRAMME OK

TU Κ

EVENTS

OX

WED-

NESDAY OK THIS WEEK.
and Mrs. S. U. Elder and Mr. and
Frank A. Shurtleff visited Mr. and
v.-t. Alton C. Wheeler at their camp at
On Wednesday of this week, July 14,
>
the Oxford County Sunday
igg Pond Wednesday and Thursday. occurs
School tield day, at the county fair
Mrs. Potter of Lynn. Mass., was in
Schools and
She Las grounds, for all Sunday
t wn with friends last week.
of Oxford County. The
ukeo a position a* stenographer in the congregations
programme of the day covers the time
ce of the Oxford County Advertiser at
from 9 λ. m. to Γ> p. χ. If the day is
Norway.
stormy the picnic and speaking will be
W. A. Porter has rebuilt the terrace in Norway Operç House, and the tield
λ
und his house on High Street into a day events will probably be on the fair
4er slope with a different curve, put- grounds the next day.
did
when adThe speaking is at 2 l*. Μ
ting on new turf. William Boltou
dresses will be made by W. W. Main,
the work.
of the Massachusetts Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Monk have gone to secretary
School Association, and Rev. R.
W iyne for a visit of a week or more. Sunday
O. Sherwood of Attleboro, Mass.
M t Merle Monk is in East Livermore,
The pastors and superintendents of
school
until
begins
to
remain
pr >ably
Norway and Paris constitute the general
in he fall.
committee. Or. C. L. Buck of South
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown of Portland Paris is chairman.
with
Live been spending a few days
The general programme of the day is
Mr* Brown's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. as follows:
II Stuart, and at the cottage on Lake
9—10 a. x. Athletic contest*. Throwing base
!'► nnesseewassee.
ball, potato race, shot put. three-legged race,
*sip and jump.
bop,
Ernest P.
Mrs. Geo. B. Crockett,
10 a.m. Ba->e ball «mue lietween Paris an<l
and
anil Parle Ulgh School nines.
Fairbanks
S.
<
Leon
Norway
Mrs.
kett,
Basket picnic dinner.
1.' si
.V
Ethel C. Crockett went Thursday
Base ball game between ministers and
I P. M
τ
a stay at a camp on Concord Pond superintendent.·*
has
i r. M. Speaking by W. W. Main and Kev. B.
recently
w'.ich Mrs. Fairbanks

Mr

■

bought.

of

Eaton, formerly principal
High School, for some time prina! of the high school in Stoughton,

Hal R.
·;

;

of the
iss., has been chosen principal
h _;h school in Danielson, Ct., a position
carrying a salary of $1800.
M

O. Sherwood.
3 p m. Athletic contests. 100 yartls dash, WO
TanU dash. 410 yards dash. :<*) yards dash, running broad juiup, running high jump.
Officers for the athletic contests are:
Clerk of the Course—Carl E. Stone.
Assistant»— Hubert Barker, Harry Tltcomb.
Starter—Charles Merrill.
Scorer—Boy E. Cole.
Measurers—Stephen B. Cummlngs, Stanley M.
Wheeler.
.Judge·»—Lewis Keen, Morton Bolster. Joseph
Β oak.

Many people began haying last week,
tl. 'Ugh some waited for the grass to
t'. '-ken up and get more mature. The
A brass band will play during the day.
• at her has been
pretty good for grass There will be
swings and croquet sets,
different
t!:;s
it
looks
and

radically
year,
A cordial invihorseshoes.
but it has quoits and
:
ru what it did a year ago,
is given to
of tation to attend the picnic
the
effects
t; r
from
recovered
entirely
every one.
last year's drought.
All entries for the athletic contests
Three roaming darkey minstrels pick- must be made before the night of July
Fri- 13th. Events are open to membere of
e
ι;· cents and nickels about town
i!h\
Scoring will
in return for samples of their the Sunday Schools only.
music. Their voices were fair, though be: Firsts 5 points: seconds 3 points:
c 'Qe of
them was a Caruso. One of thirds 1 point. The school whose memthem is reputed to be a fonr-hundred- bers win the largest number of points
j' ;nder, though he doesn't look it by a will receive a banner.
Lund red.
In the potato race and the threo legthere are no personal prizes,
There seems to be little donbt that the ged race,
but the points will count toward the
br<>wn-tait moth is upon us. Swarms of
banner. In the other events first and
them tlutter about the street lights at
second prizes are offered, the events benight and lodge on poles end houses
combined into groups of two or
near by.
For two or three winters past ing
those scoring largest in the comthree,
there have been scattering nests on the
events
bined
receiving the prizes. The
trees in this vicinity, but never before
made are ae follows:
thus
groups
has there been anything like an invasion
l100 yards dash.
of them.
I wo yards dash.
rethe
lft.
attended
Among those who
\ 100 yards dash, scholars under
440 yanls dash, scholars under 15.
union of teachers and scholars of the
North Paris school at that place Wednes* 44o yards run.
i 880 yards run.
day were Silas P. Maxim, Mrs. L. C.
R·
J.
Mrs.
A.
Mrs.
C.
Bessey,
* Sunning broad jump.
Morton,
) Running high jump.
Bennett, Mrs. Charles Edwards and Mrs.
W ll. Swett, all of whom were former
ball throw.
Shot put.
teachers there, Mrs. Ε. M. Curtis, Mr
Hop, skip and jump.
ani Mrs W S. Starblrd, Mr. and Mrs.
a
• ietirge F. Farnum and others, former
On Tuesday evening there will be
the
laymen's banquet in the vestry ofwhict
pupils there.
South Paris Baptist church, at
The old "Pacific" hand engine was Mr. Main and Mr. Sherwood will be the
tried out Friday evening in the Square,
principal speakers.
and gave a good account of herself.
<>ae length of hose t?as attached *nd the Corporation Meeting This Even inf.
nozzle taken out Pine Street. A hose
was attached
to the hydrant in the
OF A WATEB SYSTEM WILI
Square and the norzle carried out beside qUISTION
UE UP ΓΟΒ ACTION.
the other on Pine Street. With the
brakes of the tub fairly well manned,
In
though with a rmther light team, the
This Monday evening at 8 o'clock
stream from the tub went four feet be- New Hall the special meeting of Soutl
be
held
will
stream.
yond the hydrant
Paris Village Corporation
a mu
A public dump has been established, wheo the question of establishing
will be acted upon.
with the consent of the school board, in nicipal water system
cover tb<
the northeast part of the high school The articles in the warrant
the same aa thosi
lot, where there is ft hollow which it is whole subject, and arewhich
have already
desirable to fill. It may be reached by in a former warrant,
going in at the driveway on the north been printed.
No voter ought to need any suggestioi
side of the school house, and Is already
of this matter, aut I
started, so that there need be oo difficul- aa to the importance
to expect a full at
reason
i·
there
underevery
of
course
in
is
ty
finding it. It
the village.
stood that no one will be permitted tc tendance of the voters of
ant [
The meeting is called at 8 o'clock,
damp any vegetable or animal matter
the stores gen
that
there, or anything which can becomi it has been arranged
ernllj shall oloae at that hour.
to health or offensive.
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dangerous

The North Peru School Reunion.

A. Mont Chue of

Bryant1· Pond,

NOBWAY.

a

former teaober, «poke particularly of a
term when be bad eighteen girls in the
▲ LARUE KUMBEB GATHER TO EHJOY school sixteen
Miaeea Annie and Sara Danforth are In
years old or more, a conALL FEATURES OF THE DAY.
dition which made it a bard term for a souvenir store at The Weirs, Ν. H.,
him, bat G. L. Dunham spoke up from this summer.
Mrs. Edward E. Harris of Cllftondale,
the audience and voiced his opinion that
The first annual reunion of the teach- Chase must have bad a regular picnic.
Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr. and
ers and scholar· of the North
A short recitation was given by F. L. Μα. Frank Cox.
Parle
Otto Sohnuer is building an addition
school.
Starbird of Norway, an old scholar here,
That's what It i· termed. And con- and the male quartette sang "The Old on bis bouse on Qreenleaf Avenue.
Wm. C. Leavitt's store will be closed
sidering the success that wae made of it Oaken Bucket."
in every respect, there is certainly no
The last number on the programme, Wednesday from θ ▲. m. to 4 p. if.,
reason why it should not be
spoken with as it turned out, was a poem by Chair- wbile everybody attends tbe field day at
that "stress of voice" on the word first man Andrews, entitled "Memories of tbe fair grounds.
Frank Buswell, manager of tbe telewhich we learn is indicated by the use Childhood," and true to its name. Durof italics.
exobange at Wilton, spent the
ing the reading of this poem a little phone at
bis home here.
A happy conception it was, the thought shower pelted down, causing a rush for Fourth
of this reunion, and its working out the shelter afforded by the school house,
Ouy Frost has gone to Hallowell to
in
tbe
work
shoe factory.
resulted in one of the most homelike^ the shed, and neighboring -houses. The
Mr. and Mrs. James Dean spent the
social affaire that has been held in our poem was finished inside the school
home-loving New England.
house, the last of It being heard by as Fourth at Peak's Island.
Miss Alice Abbott ia doing table work
To all former teachers and pupils, the many as could get in.
The poem is
at Jackson, Ν. H., for tbe summer.
invitations ran, and this, being interpret- given below :
Misses 8. B. and Z. 8. Prince spent tbe
ed, was understood to include all who
MKUOKIES OF CHILDHOOD.
had ever ridden by the school house.
past week at C. F. Ridlon's cottage by
We have met to pass the day
tbe lake.
Wednesday, July 7, was the day set.
In a social sort of way.
Dr. A. H. Staples was called to BrunsA kindly eye the weather clerk had for
Let as all be children now,
wick tbe first of last week by the deatb
the affair. Cool for the season, and comThough tho wrinkle» on the brow
Tell me that 'twas years ago
of his grandfather.
fortable, the gentle breeze and the sky
Slncc our cheek» were »■ II aglow.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Stiles, Richard
decked with beautiful clouds were in
With the pleasure th t we bad

themselves enough to call upon everyone
who loves the out-door.·». To be sure, a
few stray drops fell once or twice, and a
dash of a shower cut the exercises a little
short, but that was a mere dust-laying
incident, and didn't interfere seriously
with the social part of the affair.
From far and near they came, some
from a distance of three hundred miles,
and when the exercises of the day began,
not less than three hundred people,
mainly old teachers and scholar*, were
assembled at the "little red school
house"—which is now painted white.
There was no formal programme in
the forenoon, though there was music
by the Mackietonquor Band of North
Norway, which played throughout the
day. The hour preceding dinner was
given up to the meeting and greeting of
old friends. Many exchanged greetings
who had not met before in years, and
this, as in all such affairs, was one of the
best parts of the day's programme.
Dinner was a "basket picnic," eaten
in groups in the ehade about the school
house. Coffee, made at the house of H.
W. Dunham, uearly opposite the schi ol
house, was provided and served by the
members of the local committee.
After dinner the old teachers and
pupils were massed south of the school
house, with the teachers in front, and
several photographs
were
taken by
Merrill of Norway.
The band played several selections, ana
H. K. Dunham of Waterville then asked
the people to gather on the seats which
bad beea arranged in the school house
yard and the adjoining field, and called
upon W. W. Andrews of Portland to preside.
beth BenPrayer wae offered bv
son, a veteran teacher in this and other
schools.
Chairman Andrews spoke briefly of
the success which this first reunion was
proving, and called upon G. L. Dunham
of Brattleboro, Vt., to exteud a welcome
to the guests.
Mr. Dunham said in opening that he
was clad the invitations read to the little
red school house, even though it had
changed its color, and modern furniture
had been substituted for the old-fashioned desks.
He spoke informally for a
few minutes, devoting himself mainly to
reminiscences, intimate and personal, of
the days when he attended school there.
A selection was sung by a male quartette, made up of Messrs. R. N. Stetson,
Will Dunham of Lynn, Mass., C. Everett
Chase, and Fred A. Dunham.
A letter of regret and good wishes for
the reunion, from Rev. and Mrs. D. B·
Dow of Rochester, Ν. H., was read by
the chairman.
Dr Ε. II. Andrews of Brunswick expressed his pleasure at being present at
the occasion, and indulged in remi- ;
niscences of his school days here. While
regarding all the teachers as good, he
spoke of Clara G. Bryant and II. H.
Bryant as being particularly effective.
Recollections of riding on 'Squire Benson's famous goat, sliding down the hill,
the "last days," and other never-to-beforgotten things, occupied the rest of his
time.
James B. Packard of Monmouth, one
of the active promoters of the reuoion,
spoke in praise of the common school as
the groundwork of our educational
system, and of the impress upon the
national life made by the pioiTeers of New

Key.

England.

h was announceu

mat

a.

j.

addoii

bad prepared a history of the school district. In doing this Mr. Abbott searched all available records, and made his

history statistically as complete as possible. On account of the length of the
paper, it was not read at the exercises,
but its valuable facts will be preserved
by publication of it at a little later date.
The oldest scholar preseDt was called
upon in the person of Âbner Bryant.
Mr. Bryant, a resident of North Paris
and 89 years of age, is still straight and
sturdy, in good vigor and with faculties
unimpaired. Ue spoke briefly of the
early settlers as be recalled them.
From the oldest scholar present the
call went to the oldest teacher present,
Silas P. Maxim of South Paris, 82 years
of age. who taught this school in the
winter of 1S5S-9.
Mr. Maxim spoke of
the generation then living, almost every
one of whom have now passed away, and
related a number of incidents of that
time.
The next to be heard from was the
This is Cyprian
oldest pupil living.
Benson, formerly of North Paris, who
N. Felt's in
now makes his home at G.
Woodstock. He is 07 years of age, and
though in general good condition, did
not feel able to attend the reunion. A
letter written by him was read, in which
he recalled the days of his boyhood, and
contrasted the conditions of life with
those enjoyed by the people of the present generation. This letter was as follows:
A few lines from the oldest scholar,
Cyprian Benson.
Bkyant's Pond, Maink, July 5,1909.
Kind friends and neighbors:
Dear ones all,—After receiving your
card to come to the reunion of scholars
and teachers at North Paris, the old
borne where I was born and tiret went to
school, with brothers and sisters and
neighbors, and where I have always resided until late or a short time ago; I
would be pleased to be with you all today, but fear my bodily health will not
permit, for a boy like me must be very
careful how they expose themselves.
My thoughts will be with you on that
day, though absent in person. I thank
you all for the kind invitation, for it is
sweet to be remembered, sad to forget.
And as I see all the past, bow many have
fallen from the ranks since we first
started, those that are near and dear to
Some loved ones are gone.
us all.
How different are the looks of the
place where you will be gathered today, with a carpet of green and flowers
there peeping out to-day, which ninetyseven years ago and some months were
covered with thick growth of lumber—
for I was born in 1812, and commenced
to go to school ninety years ago.
The first schools were kept in my
father's house. I don't remember the
The first term I went was
teacher.
taught by a Mrs. Gurney in what was
called the old Drake store, now owned
by Charles Chase, which baa been changed a number of times. The next teachHe kept a number
er was Galen Fields.
of terms.
In those days only a little clearing had
been done, and the people had to work
hard to provide for their stock and family. Men would carry a bag of corn five
miles to a mill and bring back the meal
on their backs. Oft did we bear the howl
of the wolf, caused every parent to bar
their doors to protect their loved ones
from barm.
Houses were made of rough logs and
covered with bark, yet we thought they
Look at yonr house· towere nice.
day, beautifully made and painted fancy.
Our plowa were made of wood and
one week
wagons wooden exes. It took
to go to Portland with 6 or 8 yoke of
oxen to carry produce and bring back
supplies. Stop and think of the quick
transportation to-day. You all remenafashioned looms and
ber the old
wheels, and compare them with the mills
of to-day, and to send a letter to Bosto·
and sometimes it would take two weeks.
How strange it seems to me as I look
and wonder, while with the poet I aay,
"Here we grieve the friends we lore,
they in return grieve me," and I ask
the dearest Lord, may I not grieve thee.

Good-bye.

On

a

newly painted sled.

Sliding In

frosty air,
While the curly locks of hair
Floated outward to the breeze,*
Cold enough It was to freeze.
the

Did we mind It? Not a mite.
With a warm coat buttoned tight,
A nd a long scarf twined around
Neck and nee of azure brown ;
With a round cap pulled down low,
Whit cared we for winter's enow?

Though we often rubbed our nose,
Kicked our feet to warm our toes,
Still we coasted down the hill,
Through the village, past the mill
To the bridge across the stream,
On who*e bosom, oft la dream
We had floated gently on
Through the night to early dawn.
On whose bank the mill-wheel lies,
While around It ta'1 weeds rise,
But the old mill It has gone
And the place now looks forlorn.
Then we backwartfhauled our sled
Till we reached the farm house shed,
Where we stalled our silent steed
Much admired for Its speed.
To a steed of different sort
Our attention then was brought,
Aud we gazed with tearful eyes
On the wood pile's lofty size,
On the saw-horse, bruised aud old,
Unprotected from the cold.
But we got ourselves la gear,
And the saw did deftly steer
Through the boech wood, hard and dry,
While the hours went slowly by.
Thus It was not always play
For the children of our day.
Many a task we had to do—
All of which we clearly knew
Must be done with proper care,
And, In truth, 'twas verv rare
When a day was set aside
Th tt we might enioy a ride
Through the woods where branches met,
And the birds In sweet content
Built their nests and reared their young,
While their songs they sweetly sung
To the Held* where flocks and herds
Showed contentment like the birds,

Kredlng near some little rill
While the cool breeze swept the hill.
Lvlng In some shady spot
When the air was dry and hot;
Or by lake and gurgling brook
by with many a crook.
Sweeping
On whose surface, dressed In white,
The Illy opened to the morning light,
But when the day was nearly done
It closed Its petals one by one.
Thus we traveled through the day,
Kntranoed with natuie all the way,
And we hold In memory dear,
Thoughts of childhood, made more clear,
Since we've really come to see
What our pleasures used to be.
Pleasures, which our school days brought,
And will never be forgot.
How, on morning* clear and calm,
With our dinner on our arm,
We trudged onward through the snow
wiib our faces all aglow,
Till we reached the school house door.
Then we knew our fun was o'er;
For we heard the master's call
As he stood within the hall,
And we learned that to obey
Was the only proper way,
To escape the chastening rod,
Which was sometimes long and broad.
It was always near at hand
On the teacher's desk or stand,
And It often came In play
When we tried to have our way
Katlng apples on the sly
When we thought the teacher's eye
Failed to see our childish pranks
As we stood within the ranks.
But we soon were made aware
That his eye was everywhere,
For a blow upon the pate
Made us sit up good and straight,
And to think of still another
When we bore the news to mother,
Though we felt that one would doYet we certain were of two.

Stiles and Mrs. David Jordan have been
a few days at Albany.
S. B. Cummings and family are taking
a vacation in tbe Rangeleys, with beadquarters at Bemis.
Miss Hattie E. Maine of Los Angeles,
Calif., i> visiting ber mother and other
relatives, and will remain until the last
of August before returning home.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leavitt and son
of Swampscott, Mass., are with Mrs.
Leavitt's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Faunce.
Col. and Mrs. A. J. Stearns, with
Judge A. E. Stearns and family of Rumford, are spending two weeks at Lovell
Center.
Mrs. George F. Hathaway and daughter, Clara Louise, are spending two
weeks in Manchester with M. F. Hatha-

spending

way.
Miss Iza Pike has gone to Portland,
where sbe will be employed in the Steinert music rooms. Sbe will aleo give
lusHons on the piano.
Dr. H. L. Bartlett bas been appointed
by tbe governor one of tbe medical
examiners under the new law, whose
duty it is to make a post mortem examination in cases of coroner's inquests.
Dr. B. F. Bradbury bas been appointed a member of the board of examinera
in optometry under the law passed by
tbe laat legislature.
At the meeting of the Board of Trade
Tuesday evening, the committee reported which had been investigating the
financial standing of tbe parties who propose to build the Norway and Western
Railroad, and it was decided that the
secretary should write C. H. Comey, the
promoter of tbe road, for a definite proposition in writing, with estimates, Ac., before anything further was done by tbe
board.
The snowshoes made by A. M. Dunham of this iown have long had a wide
The Norway Snowshoe
reputation.
Company bas been formed for tbe manufacture of those shoes. Mr. Dunham is
a member of the company, and the shoes
will be made on his models and by his

processes.
Mr. and Mrs. ϋ. L. Curtis attended
tbe school reunion at North Paris, Mr.
Curtis' old home, last Wednesday.
Professor and Mrs. V. M. Whitman
and son Victor of Milford, Mass.. are
visiting his father, Judge C. F. Whit-

BADCLIFFK

touring

car.

Time,

first

Tuesday in Augtut. Place, |
Programme:

South Water ford.

ΒΒΤΑΝΤ'β POND 1.

Boutlne work.

—

Radcliffe defeated Bryant'· Pond for Conferring fifth degree.
Norway Orange.
the third time this seaxoo at tbe fair Music,
Paper,...J. A. Chadbourâe of I.skeslde Graase.
grounda Saturday afternoon in one of Reading
Waterford Orange.
those game· whioh, although neither Question: "How can the condition of the orchard be Improved?" Opened by h. B. Mctnvery looaely played nor one-aided, waa
tire.
at the aame time liatleat and uninterest- Half-hour entertainment
by Bear Moanlaln|
ing. To be anre there were aome good Grange.
SKCSSTABT.
playa polled off and moat of the players
were on hand when the hall came their
A NIGHT RIDER'S RAID.
way, but after all there waa that lack of
intereat and don't care feeling thatsomeTbe worst night ridera are calomel,
timea aeema to affect both playera and croton oil or aloea pilla. They raid your
bed to rob you of reat. Not ao with Dr.
apeotatora.

playera on tbe Radcliffe team King'a New Life Pilla. Tbey never diswere changed aboat and it aeema aa if tress or ioconvenience, but alwaya cleanse
the new line-op wonld be stronger than the system, curing Colds, HeadaCbe,
that formerly nsed. Harrison haa been Constipation, Malaria, 25c at F. A. Shurtmoved over from abort to third, and leff Λ, Ço.'s.
Claaon from aecond to short, Lowell goMother Gray's Swsst Powders for Chlldrss,
ing to aecond. Harriaon ia a very lively
used by Mother Gray, nurse In tbe
player on hie feet and'ahould prove a Successfully
Home In New York, Cure Feverishgood man to handle bunta, a play whiob Children'·
ness, Bad Stomach, Teething Dlaonlere. move
The

every third baseman must be able to
handle to fill that position successfully
at tbe present time.
Rawson and Titcomb, of South Paris,
played with the Bryant's Pond team.
Rawaon fielded hia position cleanly and
one hit.
Titcomb did not do as well,
is slip-up in the first inning coming at
a bad time and costing two runs.
A base on balls to Clason, Lanen's two
base bit, which Cole thought waa foul
and took hia time in fielding, and Titcomb'a error on Young'a hit gave Radcliffe a lead of two rune in the first inning. Their other two runs came In the
fourth on lucky hita by Toung and Gammon, a fielder'j choice, LaFrance's sacrifice fly and Harrison's drive into center
field. Clason singled in the seventh and
stole aecond and third, but Lanen and
Leitb struck out.
In the first, (onrth, sixth and seventh
innings the first man up for Bryant's
Pond hit safely, but they were unable to
get a man around the bases until the
eighth. Richardson reached first on
Claaon's error, J. Farnum hit safely for
tbe third time, Titcomb filed out. Cole
hit to Clason, who threw Richardson out
at third. F. Farnum hit a fiy into left,
field whieh there is little doubt but what
LaFrance could have got. Clason, however, went after it and dropped it and J.
Farnum scored Bryant's Pond'a only run.
The features of the game were the fine
all-round work of J. Farnum, who accepted five chances in tbe ontfield.one of
them difficult, and made three hits and a
sacrifice out of four times at tbe bat, a
percentage of one thousand, and catches
by Young and LaFrance.
The score:
HADCLIPFE.
Harrison, 3 b
Clason, h.β
Lanen, c
Lelth, υ
Young, c.f
Gammon, 1-b
Lowell, 2-b
LaFrance, l.f
King, r.f.

Λ Β.

4
S
3
4
4
4
4
2
3

Totals,

81

Κ.

35

Radcllffe

Bryant's

we

Α.

8

27

11

1

8

24

9

getting along

or

Visit

without

everything

You all know how it just spoils
and comfortably dressed.

properly

to not be

Destroy Worms.
Address, Allen

SEE US.—WILL FIX YOU FOR ANY OCCASION.

AILEI'R

FOOT-EASE,

F. H. NOYES CO.

a

Pinch,

nsc

never/ail.

to shake Into your shoes.

At all

It

cares

eoutb. Parle

Norway

IIIMtMMIUHMIMHl
F.

In South Paris, July 9, to the wife of Ο. K.
Ripley, a dausMer.
In Fryeburg Center. July 1, to tbe wife of
Stlllman F. Batker, a (laughter.
In Canton, July S, to the wife of Boy Cone, a
daughter.
In Rumford, July 2, to the wife of Albert Bennett, a son.

A.

RHCRTLEKF

*

F.

CO.

A.

eHFBTLEFF * CO.

Souvenirs of Paris.
We have

Married.

LEATHER,

a

large

assortment of Souvenirs

METAL AND CELLULOID.

in ALUMINUM,

You will find Pins, Buckles, Watch
Fobs, Picture Frames, Mugs, Drinking
Gups and many other articles useful and
ornamental.

In South Paris, July 3. by Rev. P. L. Mlcttlnen,
Mr. Erkkl Nlskanen and Misa Misa Mlklluoma,
both of Paris.
In Somervllle, Ν. II., Julv 4, Mr. Odell Rich of
Norway and Miss Ester Anderson of Blddeford.
In Denmark, July 4, bv Bev. A. M. Smith,
Vr. Elwood Pendexter of Randolph and Ml β
Minnie E. Rooks of Beverly, Mass.
in Brownfleld, July β, Mr. Kred Waterhouse
of Gorham, Maine, and Miss Flora C. Swell of

Denmark.
In Mechanic Falls, July 3, by Rev. J. M. Potter, Mr. Thomas H. Bos and Miss Alice E. Foe
1er, both of Norway.

The Prices—from 10c. to $1.25.
AT THE PHARMACY OF

Died.

F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.,

In Oxford, July 9, Dr. Ernest Ilall of Angueta.
In Fryeburg Center, July 4, Frank W. Day,
aged 78 years.
In Brownfleld, July 3, W. Rowc, aged 79 years.
In Mexico. July 7, Mrs. Betsey, widow of
Jason H. Walker, aged 84 years.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

A.

eiTURTLEFF * CO.

F.

A.

SHrilTLEFF

A

CO.

For Sale.

Β.

A good second hand carriage, I
Addresfe,
cheap. Also harness.

8, South Paris,

Lock Box

Me.

28

BUY

91

FOB SALE.
VALUABLE PINE TIMBEU LOTS, j
Lot of spruce ami poplar, 200 farm η all gradea I
hii'I prices, eome great bargain». Also a board·
lug house, bakery and harness shop. Come and I

3

TWO

what 1 hove. MAZKN'S Κ A KM
ESTATE AGENCY, Oxfonl, Me.

A

sec

RRA L
> 31

"P. Ν."

FOR SALE.
About

August ist,

on

Wheeler

house, 6 rooms besides
bath and pantry. Terms reasonable.
Street,

3

Score by Innings.
12345678 »—Total.
2 0 » 2 0 0 0 0 x—4
Pon<l,..0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1

Karncd runs, Radcllffe 2. Two-hasc-blt, l-ancn.
Struck
First base on balls, off Rlrhart.eon 2.
out, bv Lelth 3, by Rlcharilson β. Left on bases,
Radcllffe 5; Bryant's Pond 7. Double plays, F.
Farnum unaeeleted, Tltcomb to Rawson to Richardson to Rawson. First base on errors, Radcllffe 3: Bryant'· Pond 3.
Umpire, Clark.

to save a few cents

away

Comfortable Underwear, Shirts, Hosiery, Hats,
Light Trousers, Suits.

Born.

0
1110
2
3
3
12
0
2
113
0
0
114
0
0
112
0
1
1
1
11
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
4

the Vacation

Spoil

Don't

F.
B.U. Ρ Ο.

going

CLOTHING or FURNISHINGS before
on a vacation or visit.

by trying

powder
hot, tired, schlng, swollen, sweating feet and
makes walking easy. Takes tbe sting ont of
corns and bunions. All druggists 26 cts. Dont
23-36
accept any substitute.

BRYANT'S POND.
Α.Β Κ. Β.H. P.O. Α. Κ.
0
0
3
5
3
1
J. Farnum, l.f
0
1
1
2
0
4
Tltcomb, a.«
u
ο
o
ο
υ
4
Colo, r.f
0
5
0
1
2
4
F. Farnum, 2-b
0
«
0
0
1
4
N. Howe, c
0
1112
L. Ilowe, 3 It
4
0
5
1
0
1
4
1-b
Kaweon,
0
0
0
0
4
1
Killing*, c.f.
0
0
0
3
1
4
Rlcbardson, ρ
Totale

the year when there are so many little
have
thing*
you need to make you comfortable.
July and August have become the play months of
the year and there is always something needed in
at this season of

anil regulate the Bowels ana
Over 10,000 testimonials. They
druggists, 28c. Sample FREE.
9. Olmsted, Le Boy.N. T.
In
A

Îot

man.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Everett of Boston
have been visiting in Norway and Otisfield for a few days, coming in their large

4;

Don't Forget the Blue Stores

Oxford Pomona Orange.

Base Ball.

new

If cannot sell quick shall lease for
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
South Paris.
July 8, 1909.

ι

year.

CORSETS.

28 29

Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Mann were in
Boston over the Fourth.
for
0. L. Stone and family were in Bethel
over the Fourth, and Mrs. Stone and
Sta'nding grass on Howard A.
children remained for a week's visit to Scorer, Tbayer.
All together or by
Swan's farm.
her father, Charles F. Abbott of Swan's
of L. S. Swan,
Next Saturday the Radcliffe manage- the field.
Hill.
If you have been having any dissatisfaction with the Corset you have
ment offer as an attraction the strong South Paris, or Ferdinand F. Swan,
Miss Augusta Gorbam of St. Johns- Mohawk team of Portland. The
game
S
been
27
wearing, you will certainly appreciate the opportunity to secure just
bury, Vt., bas been visiting her cousin, should be a good one.
Mrs. Eugene Libby, and other relatives.
what you should have without the necessity of paying more.
She bas not been in Norway before for
Frank P. Merrill.

Sale.

Grass

Inquire

Norway.

forty years.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Twombly will
celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of their
marriage on the 7th of August.
Charles E. Holt, Esq., who has been
While tho»e days we oft recall,
confined to the bouse for some weeks, is
Still the happiest times of all
Were spent along some winding stream,
again so as to be at bis office.
WHam» utlvnrv water a hrlcht dlu irleam.
F. A. Danforth will go to North StratOft we sought some quiet nook
Clone beside a babbling brook,
ford, Ν. H., to see if the higher altitude
W here we eat with hook and bait,
will be beneficial to his health, and reFor a tremor of the pole,
lieve him from the headache from which
Stretched across some deep, dark hole;
he almost constantly suffers.
While the painful sting of lllee
As they pierced our earn and eyes,
Co. D, Second Regt., N. 6. S. M., will
us busy through the day
Kept
go into camp with the regiment at
Driving pesky flies away.
Thus we waited oft till night
Augusta on the 2d of August, camping
For the trout that didn't bite.
Sunday night and taking the early train
for Augueta Monday morning.
Camp
Then homeward from our lengthy stay
continues till Aug. 10. Until camp the
Where the old road showed the way.
We hurried on, with head bowel low,
company will meet every Friday evening
Since the empty basket served to show
Musician W. W. Sheen has
for drill.
That the speckled trout, for which we sought,
Still swam the stream, unharmed, uncaught. been appointed sergeant, and Private
Ned Cross has been appointed musiciau.
Though we love these hills and fields,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bean attended
And a sadness o'er us steals
the reunion of the Warren A. Bean famiThat the time Is drawing n'gb,
When we all must say good-bye
ily which was held at Irving Bean's camp
To the scenes we hold so dear,
on Lake Auburn on the Fourth.
May we do It with no tear
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
On the careworn sunken check.
From these hills. If they could speak
J. H. Fletcher Tuesday of this week, at
1 am sure that we should hear
her camp on Pike's Hill.
Words of comfort and good cheer,
E. W. Bartlett has made a record catchWords of hope and love so sweet,
Tha' around His mercy seat ^
ing fish at Kezar Lake that is out of sight
When we gather with the blest
of everything else known. He has taken
And forever are at rest.
six salmon that weighed 60 3 4 pounds.
We still shall think of the many joys
That came to us when we were boys.
The largest weighed 14 3 4 pounds, the
largest ever taken in those lakes.
Though the years have many been
A. R. Clark of Bolster's Mills has purSince we roamed through dale ami glen,
chased of Elias Thomas of Portlaud the
Though the changes time has wrought
Tell us that this lovely spot
"Beehive" at the corner of Upper Bridge
Where we've met our friends to greet
and Water Streets.
Soon will show a vacant seat;
Yet these old hills towering high
Rev. D. L. Joslin occupied the pulpit
Toward the blue ethereal aky,
at the Baptist church on the 4tb.
sweeter
In
of
robes
Clad
green
Charles P. Barnes is one of the
Than the dnlnty robes of any queen,
Still will rett In their rocky bed,
trustees of the Maine Homeopathic
Silent guardians of the dead.
Hospital Association.
Odell E. Rich of this place and Ester
Those green fields through which we roam
And have ever been the home
Anderson of Biddeford were quietly
Of the singing bird, the bee and toad,
married in Somerville, Ν. H., on the 4th.
Still will be their sweet abode
Officers bave been installed in PennesWhen our life's work I· full/ done,
as
the
sinks
And we sink down,
sun,
seewassee Lodge, K. of P., as follows:
Down below these hills, renowned
(5. C—Harrington Mann.
To our rest within the ground,
V. C.—Harrv Rveleth.
But to rise, as does the sun,
I*.—Janice Unlior.
On the esurrectlon morn:
M. of W.—George Wood.
And more glorious will It be,
M. at Α.—Hiram Libby.
For through a long eternity
I. ti.—George Kcnnereon.
We shall walk the golden shore
O. G.—Frank Faunce.
When the sunrise is no more.
Charles K. Flanders, manager of the
Teachers and schoolmates of long ago,
Read field telephone exchange, was at
This glad reunion tends to show
home over the Fourth.
That still our liearte beat warm and true
And, though we soon must bid adieu
To all, who have assembled here,
Co. D's Riflemen.
And drift away from scenes so dear,
In memory stamped to last for aye,
the fifteen members of the state
Of
Will be the pleasure* of this day.
rifle team four are from Co. D, Second
At down the stream of life we sail,
Regiment: Capt. Moses P. Stiles, First
Our good ship weathering every gale,
Lieut. L. H. Daughraty, Seconf Lieut.
May our thoughts go back and oft incline
To this pleasant reunion of 1909;
C. A. Marston, and Corp. Alton B.
And when the prow ha· tou hed that shore Whitehead.
All but Whitehead are
Where embaikatlon Is no more
Color Sergt.
veteran sharpshooters.
May the last reunion And us there
William P. Marston. formerly of Co. D
Recipients of God's love and care.
but now of tbe headquarters staff, is
It bad been the intention to have more
also one of tbe team. They will represpeaking, but as the shower, though sent the state at tbe New England shoot
short, made a break in the programme, at
Wakefield, Mass., and the national
and those who were bound for the trains
shoot at Camp Perry, Ohio.
had to leave, it was decided to close the
programme at that point. The band
LIFE 100,000 YEARS AGO.
played a few more selections, and the
Scientists have found in a cave in
social meeting and greeting of old friends
who lived
was renewed till it was time to start for Switzerland bones of men,
100,000 years ago, when life was in conhome.
stant danger from wild beasts. To-day
the danger, as shown by A. W. Brown
$100,000 Fire at Rumford.
Fire starting from some cause not of Alexander, Me is largely from deadpositively known at Rumford on tbe ly disease. "If it had not been for Dr.
afternoon of Monday, the 5th, did King's New Discovery which cured me,
he writes, "sufdamage to the amount of 9100,000 or I could not have lived,"
The blaze started in a pile of fering as I did from a severe lung troubmore.
stubborn cough." To cure Sore
spruce logs near tbe cutting up mill of le and
The logs were Lungs, Cold·, obetinate Coughs, and
the Oxford Paper Co.
dry, and were piled to a great height, so prevent Pneumonia, it's tbe best medithey burned fiercely, and made a most cine on earth. 50c and 11.00. Guaranteed by F. A. Shnrtleff &, Co. Trial
spectacular fire.
The cutting up mill soon took fire, and bottle free.
in a very few minutes was a ruin. It
Eugene Ballard of Costlgan was inwas built about six years ago, and the
loss is estimated at 150,000, fairly well stantly killed Monday evening, at six
o'clock by the train due at Old Town
insured.
The logs were the property of the shortly after that time from MattawamRumford Lumber Co. It is estimated keag. Ballard was walking on the track
that there were 8000 cords of them, in Milford, and was not seen by the envalued at $10 per cord, with a total in- gineer nntil too late. Mr. Ballard was s
riverman and is survived by bis wife and
surance on them of 130,000.
All the firemen were on the ground, four children. The ooroner deemed an
but they had a long up-hill run from the inquest unnecessary.
oenter of the village, and all the water
SEES MOTHER GROW YOUNG.
that oould be thrown had little effect
"It would be bard to overstate the
upon the fierce conflagration.
It was a number of days before the wonderful change in my mother since
pile waa reduced to ashes, and the heat she began to use Electric Bitters," writes
was intense for a long time.
Mrs. W. L. Gilpatrick of Danforth, Me.
"Although past 70 she seems really to be
A
ON
HORSK.
TORTURED
growing young again. She suffered un"For ten years I could't ride a horse told misery from dyspepsia for 20 years.
without being in torture from piles," At last she could neither eat, drink nor
writes L. S. Napier of Rugless, Ky., sleep. Doctors gave her up and all rem"when all doctors and other remedies edies failed till Electrio Bitters worked
failed, Buoklen's Arnica Salve cured such wonders for ber health." They inme." Infallible for Piles, Burns, Scalds, vigorate all vital organs, oure Liver and
Cuts, Boils, Fever-Sores, Eczema, Salt Kidney troubles, Induce sleep, impart
Rheum, Corns. 25c. Guaranteed by F. strength and appetite. Only 50o at F.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s.
A. Shurtleff & Co.

HEMLOCK BOARDS.

The "P. N." CORSETS

are

made in models for stout, medium and

A native of Oxford County well known
the long slender lines of the present vogue.
Also slight figures, that
Hemlock covering boards.
in Maine wae Frank P. Merrill, who died
in Dorchester, Mass., on Friday. Mr.
work horse for sale.
Merrill was nearly 57 years of age. He good
A. KENNEY,
was bom in Buckfleld, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Merrill. His father
South Paris.
25tf
was a soldier in the civil war, serving a
in
different
of
four
total
organizayears
Do you have trouble with your corsets breaking down at the Sides?
For Sale.
tions.
These side
Frank P. Merrill learned the shoe cutThe extra side pieces in this Corset makes it
McCormick mowing machine,
ter's trade, but later with a partner went
time to time without sewing or ripping, insurfrom
removed
be
can
into the job printing business in Auburn, used
Will be sold low. pieces
very little.
to the Corset and adding to its lease of service.
He
in which he continued until 1883.
permanent
E.
M.
MILLETT,
then entered the employ of the wholesale
in all "P. N." CORSETS will keep the front
used
The cork steel protector
South Paris.
paper house of John Carter & Co. of
and
steel from breaking
Boston as traveling salesman, and remainrusting.
ed with them until bis death, traveling
Made in several kinds of materials, Lace, Hamburg, and Bow TrimPARKER'S
He
over a large part of New England.
HAIR BALSAM
from $1.00 to $3.50.
was of a genial disposition, had a wide
med, ranging in
J-.
■: «
Cleaneea and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
a
and
was
successful
acquaintance,
Never Valla to Bestore, Qray
Untr to lta Youthful Color.
salesman.
Cuxte ecalp dietem * balr tailing.
Mr. Merrill was a member of the Au*>c, and 11.00 at Druptim
·>·:
£&·
burn Light infantry during hie residence
in that city, and was captain of the com60 YEARS'
pany for some time. He took an active
EXPERIENCE
interest in the organization of the Sons
of Veterans, was division oommander of
the lirst organized division, and at the
first national encampment of the organization at Columbus, Ohio, in 1883, was
elected the flrst commander-in-chief of
the national body.
A wife and one son survive.
I RADE musas
Design·
Copyrights Ac.
"The Circus Man," Klaw & Erlanger'»
and
a
sketch
description may
Anyone sending
big play by Eugene Presbrey based on quickly
ascertain our opinion freewhether an
Communie·'
dolman Day's story, "Squire
Phin,"
on Patenta
wnflderalaîf
will open at McVicker's Theatre, Chisent free, oldest agency for securin* patenta.
Munn
Co. recela
A
taken
through
will
Patenta
employ
cago, Aug. 28. This play
has more
tpmat notice, without charge, In the
who is
in the cast. Mr.
35

|

produces

"P. N." PRACTICAL SIDE CORSETS

J.

impossible.

shapeliness

ing

26-27

price

■■

wiW

Patents
HA^BOOK

tlmfs'atrictly

people

Day,

summer

at

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any solenUflc journal. Terme, $3 a
year: four months, $L Bold by all newsdealers.

ing.

FRUIT JAR SALE
LIGHTNING JARS—Half Gal.

"

Pints

.90

"

1-2 Pints

.85

"

ECONOMY JARS—Half Gal.
Quarts
Pints

First

$1.25 per doz.
1.00

Quarts

"

"

1.00

"

"

duality Warranted Jar Rubbers, 10 cts.
Jelly Tumblers 35 cts. per dozen.

Dayton

Bolster Go.,

"The Store That Saves You

SOUTH

PARIS.

*

Comfortable Underwear
to do with a man's comfort than any
Our
other feature of his wardrobe.
underwear is comfortable, light, airy
and fits.
Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers,
extra values in plain and fancy
effects, 50c. a garment.
Β. V. D. Underwear, the most cool
Athand durable underwear worn.
letic style, 50c. each.
Medium weight underwear, 60c.
and

per dozen.

N.

Summer Comfort

$1.00.

"

$1.40 per doz.
1.10

NORWAY, MAINE.

ΠΑ1Ν STREET,

-----

Scientific American.

Indian Head
Rest on the New Meadows, will probably
go to Chicago to the opening performance. His many friends will await
with interest the account of the open-

passing the

THOMAS SMILEY,

Money."

MAIXB

For Cool Footwear
have, Tennis in many styles, price
46c. to $1.25.
Canvas shoes with elk soles, cool
and serviceable, 85c.
Barefoot sandals for children and
outing shoes for men.

we

J.

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

:uroUher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

106-3.

MID-SUMMER SHOES.
en joy es Good Shoes
be suited from my stock of Summer Footwear.

Every Man and Woman who

Soda, Ice Cream, College
I HAVE SEVERAL EXCLUSIVE LINES.
Ices and Fancy Drinks.
$3.60.
$1.60
prices
can

We especially wish to say that everything: in connection
with our Soda Department is the best money can buy.

We use only Pure Oranulated Sugar, Pure Water, and
Choice Fruits in the manufacture of our Syrups. No artificial
flavors used.

WE INVITE INSPECTION.
If your soda

ice cream is not right tell
it is right tell others.

or

L. P. COOK, 5outh

us.

If

Paris, Me.

to
from
Ladies' all
Gents' all prices from $2.00 to

$6.00.

ALSO

TRUNKS. BAGS AND SUIT CASES.

W. O.

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

CASTORIA ferInfants and Children.

III KM Ym Hifl Alvip Biqtt

**·

*

WHEN YOU ARE f%LE—
There is something wrong. The simplest way to bring health
to the body and color to the cheeks is to correct the faults and
weakness of the system. An occasional dose of the true"L. F."
At wood's Bitters gives prompt relief from headache, biliousness,
indigestion and kindred ailments. The standard family remedy
fir (onsttpotion for fifty years.
35 cts. a bottle at your dealers.
Indian Point, Me.
"
Have used 'L. F." Atwood'· Bitter· and have greatly benehouse constantly."
it
in
ui
the
tted thereby. I keep a buttle
—Mrs. E. P. Htcctss.

The Land of

Puzzledom.

Your Horse Needs a
Fly Nets

expensive and they pay for
themselves in a few days.

are not

I have the thin cloth nets from
from 75 cents to

65

cents to

string and

Shoe

$1.35.

The cord nets

$1.50.

all leather nets from

$1.50

to

$2.

CALL AND SEE MY NEW UNE.

FAVOR, HWJKff""·

JAMES N.

Νorway. Maine.

Ol Main St.,

L

t met my first down on the beach.
Wearing my whole upon his head.
Bald I to him. "What la your name?"
"Tour second's my name, kind sir," he
said.
home I have at your third sometimes—
The Ions, low building that's painted

red."

U.
My first is mightier than the sword.
Whose strokes may add or diminish a
hoard.
My second inhabits all parts of the earth,

Creatures of sorrow and of mirth.
My third will carry you on pleasure bent
Or when you are on business sent.
My whole is an art that's centuries old
And may be delicate or strong and bold.
—Youth's Companion.

No. 643.—Transpositions.
In each of the following sentences
the word to fill the first blank may be
rearranged to form a word that will

fill the second blank and make sense.
In a —.
1. You canuot cross the
his enemy
2. After saying a few
—

handed him a —.
3. In spite of his

DO YOU WANT GOOD PAINT

I

SEND

,/

.

shoulder.
7. The

48

BECAUSE

wisely.
β.
sion
7.
8.
h.

It is made to fit all stock size windows.
Fits the window casing: without attachments.
Can be raised at will, and will "stay put"

In

ordering, simply give number
and size of

one

taken out

or

no tools

lights
light.

in

a

Tame coons need careful superviever.

Let your Influence be Inspiring.
That man may learn who desires.
Stop eating pie before lunch time.

No. 545.—Pictorial Fish Puzxl·.

instantly.

whatever, and

Is absolutely
of

lightly

water.

The "Peerless" Adjustable Window Screen

Needs

nor

earned
2. Ilappy that youth we squander.
3. Large measures are not retiring.
4. Axes don't sharpen themselves
Γ>. Farmers raising fruit should use

Thing Yet Out Is

Can be put in

the

and not Alice who de-

president In each proverb.
1. Gold Is not cheap

SCREEN YOUR WINDOWS
The Best

obliged to

No. 544.—Presidential Proverbs.
Take one letter from each word In
order given and find surname of a

ME.

COMMtfiCiAl ST.

118

was

book.
8. It was
served the

"BûîGtSS.foeiSiCol^5HADE^/ PORTLAND,
_

was as

—

PainT

FOB

leg, he

firm as the —.
4. We found the doers of all the
and cottages
house had a
5. The owner of the
antiquities.
large collection of
0. The man who was playing the
as he lifted it on his
uttered a

Ψ LIQUID

la solicited. Addraaa: Editor HoMiMtilM'
Co luΜΗ, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parla, Me.

Recipe·.
ONION

—

-\PKT

Oorrespondeiioe on topic· of Interest to the ladles

No. 542.—Charades.

"A

Fly Net.

fly-tight

To a qa&rt of good stock allow six
small onions that bave been parboiled
for ten minutes and a «op of fine, dry
bread ornmbs. Let tbem simmer together for balf an hour; rub the soup

through

a

colander, pressing through

VEAL AND HAM PIK.

Half a

pound

FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 7, 1909.

κ,οορ

When in want of

anything

mind:

in

in our linen give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

us a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints.
Roof Paints,

Wagon Paints,

Oar paints include

Paroid
.creen

Impervious,

Putty, Nails, |

Linseed Oil,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish.

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

Liquid Filler,

Heath «&

Roofing-The beat of all routings.

Milligan,

and Sherwin-Williams.

TIIE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

try imitations.

SAUCE

Wheelbarrows—We

Telephones

a

and Electrical

few first class wheelbarrows.

Supplies—We

best for automobiles and

Call and

sell "Columbia Ignition

telephones.

see

Six lis taw of fresh uud salt water are

them are fouud In the
lakes or about the shores of the Uulted
States.
are.

No. 547.—Problem.
What number If multiplied by threeeighths of Itself will equal 384?

The Finer Your Cement the
Less Your Concrete Costs
The cement that cheapens all conconstruction—houses, factories,

crete

garages sidewalks, etc.—because it will
bind the most sand, yet makes a
stronger concrete, is

EDISON
Portland Cement

Raw materials correctly proportioned, crushed and
burned with scientific accuracy, and ground to
uniform fineness, that works perfectly and

More Sand

«

Ask the dealer why and how

or

No. 648.—Square Word.

One le a man that's bad and mean;
Two le a recess often seen;
Three may be found In grocer's shops;

Four

send direct to us for free books.

Sold, "by

A. W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

are some

punctuation stops;

Five la a fair street lined with trees;
Six. to diminish by degrees.

Batteriegil'tbe

South Parle.

All of

No. 546*—Anagram.
"O. crude misfit!" some said to our
Commander when the tight was o'er.
Itouted, we tied. 'Twas no retreat.
Unable to avert defeat.
Dangers beset ua everywhere.
Enemies here, enemies there.
Madly pursued. Of those delayed.
In iv ..ibers great, they prisoners made.
Sad was our plight who got away
From perils of that awful day.
In constant dread, with naught to eat.
Total. Indeed, was our complete.

them.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Binds 10

No.

533.

Kay
—

to

Puzzledom.

Transpositions:

Skate,

uteuk, stake, takes, Keats; pears, spear,
reaps, pares, spare, parse, asper; tale,

tael, teal, late, leat; post, spot, stop,
pots, tops.
No. 534.—Enigma: Knot.
No. 53f>.—Numerical Omission: Peppergrass.
No. 53*».—Code Rebus:

Pictured ob
dray, sea, rain-e.

Jects—Sweets, bun,
Sentence—Be «ure and write

s

HUM SUMMONS Til Κ SUliOEON.

and one ear was badly toru. After he
the worst of It, what do
had thus
you suppose Bum did? He ran as fast
as he could limp back to the hospital
and through the halls to the surgeons'
There he Jumped
operating room.
upon the operating table and l>eggn to
bark and howl dismally for his human
friends to come and help him out of

TONGUE.

Brown one-qaarter cup butter, add
one-quarter cup flour and etir together
until well browned. Add gradually four
cups of water in which tongue was cookOne
ed. Season with salt and pepper.
and one-half cups stewed and strained
tomatoes may be used in place of some
of the water.

the scrape liis badness had brought
hint into. They heard the noise and
There sat Bum upon
came running.

ALMOND PUDDING.

,the table, his head lifted up, yelping
with all his might. He knew what he
wanted; the surgeons knew what he
wanted. They Just brougbf their needles and put some stitches In his ear

Line dessert cupe with strips of
sponge cake. Make a boiled custard an
follows: Two eggs, one-half cup of
sugar, one pint of milk and two tableWhen partly
spoons of corn starch.
cool, flavor, and add two-thirds of a cup
This
of chopped blanched almonds.
pudding should be served very cold.

WITH

and head and bound Ills wounds. Bum
hardly gave a whine while he was being sewed up. When the surgical operation was over he Just skipped down
from the table and went off happy.
A Picture Puzzle.

ι

%
Ê
£w h
i
%w\
slj S
*rS

BACON.

WITH

%

MAYONNAISE.

Much is bad. and rouch Is sad.
of the best salmon into a
And life has many woes.
saucepan of boiling water and boil for
May we keej> clear from year to year
fifteen minutes. Open and turn it out
Of what this picture shows.
on the platter
without breaking tbe
A misunderstanding between
Answer.
mold. The floest canned salmon con- trier.da.
tains nothing that need be removed.
Pour over it a half pint of mayonnaise
Many people with chronic throat and
containing a dessertspoon of horseradish. lung trouble have found comfort and reGarnish with circles of hard-cooked egg lief in
Foley's Honey and Tar as it cures
and serve with Saratogas.
stubborn congbs after other treatment
has failed. L. M. Rupgles, Reasoner,
OREEN PEPPEH8 IN TOMATO SAUCE.
writes: "The doctors said I had
Cut up two quarts of freeh tomatoes, Iowa,
and I got no better until I
add one teaspoon of salt and boil over a consumption,
took Foley's Honey and Tar. It stopquick tire half an hour, mashing occaand pain in my
the
sionally; strain. There should be a ped andhemorrhages
they are now as sound as a
pint or more. In a cesserole put half a lungs
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
bullet."
cup of olive oil, adding, when smoking
hot, two cloves ofgailic, minced. Pry
"It does look modish."
till these are brown. Now add tbe
"It does."
strained tomatoes, a tablespoon of minc"But I have a suspicion."
ed parsley and three sweet basil or bay
"Well?"
leaves. Boil ten minutes. Cut in stripe
"I believe it is her last year's hat reten green peppers from which stems and
j trimmed and turned upside down."
seeds have been removed, and add them
to the tomato sauce. Cook slowly half
Many sufferers from nasal catarrh say
an hour.
Serve hot, with the sauce over
they get splendid results by using au
the peppers.
atomizer. For their benefit we prepare
Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Except that
LOBSTER SALAD.
it is liquid it is in all respects like the
A good, blear fish stock should be
Cream
made tirst, season to taste and stiffen healing, helpful, pain-allaying
Balm that the public has been familiar
with gelatin. Open a can of very small
with for years. No cocaine nor other
sardines very carefully and remove and
in it.
The soothing
drain a number of unbroken fish. A dangerous drug
is a remedy that relieves at once.
small quantity of the stock should be spray
All druggists, 75c., including spraying
placed in a border mold and set upon
or mailed by Ely Bros., 50 YVarren
the ice; when it has hardened a trifle a tube,
Street, New York.
row of sardines should be laid in carefully, on their backs, not flat; add a litHe—You remember the moonlit night,
tle more stock, enough to cover the fish
twenty-five ye.trs ago, when I proposed?
to
to the depth of an inch, and leave it
She—Yee, indeed.
harden a little, as before; then add
He—We eat there for more than an
another row of fish, and 811 the mold hour and
you never opened your lips.
with the stock and leave it on the ice
She—Yes, dear.
until firm. When it has set, turn it out
He—That was the happiest hour of
and fill the center with lobster in mayonmy life.
naise dressing. If the stock is as clear
Beer drinkers and others who suffer
as it ehould be the sardines will appear
with Brighe's Disease, Diabetes, Back
to be swimming in water.
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
CREAMED FISH IN CUCUMBER SHELLS. can be cured if
they will take Bloodine
Select six or eight short, thick cucum- Blood and Kidney Tablets, 50c. a box.
bers. Do not pare them, but remove a mailed by The Bloodine Co., Ioc. Bosthick, lengthwise slice from each. Save ton, Mass.
these slices for covers and scoop out the
"When we take charge of the governinsides, making boat-shaped cases.
Thicken one cup of milk with one table- ment," says the wise old suffragette,
"we will make some changes in the
spoon of flour and one of^butter rubbed
bureau."
together, seasoning with a small blade of naval
"I should hope so!" agrees the enmace, a sprig or two of parsley, a slice
"Wby,
Df onion and salt and white pepper to thusiastic young suffragette.
taste. Cook a minute or so, then wbip bureaus are hopelessly out of style! We
will
haA
a
combination wardrobe and
in rapidly the beaten yolk of an egg, remove from fire and strain.
Return to chiffonier."
a

Enigma·

V-alleya, M-a it era, C-lawn. Vl-sages.

can

in a

put

quick

on

Pill with the hot
oven.
the covers and serve.

fish, Remedy.

breath, gently stimulates the liver aod
regulates the bowels and is much superior to pills and ordinary laxatives.
Why

not

to-day?

try Foley's Orino Laxative
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Venue bad just risen from the foam.
"Still, I shall let some nice young man
teach me how to awim," she declared.
Thus she proved herself a summer

girl.

When Bloodine Rheumatlo Liniment
has cured so many cases of Rheumatism,
why do you suffer with this terrible

"She is living with her third husband."
"Ia she happy?"
"Well, she is resigned. Tou know
she didn't plan when she started out in
life to run a school for husbands."

taking

This great remedy stops the
pain and the irregularities, strengthens
and builds up these organs and there is
danger of Bright's disease or other
serious disorder. Do not disregard the
early symptoms. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

BOILED
CUCUMBERS.
Every one would be benefited by takPare and cut the cucumbers in halves
ing Foley's Orino Laxative for stomach
and liver trouble and habitual constipa- lengthwise and boil in salted water until
tion. It sweetens the stomach and tender, but still firm, then drain.
Make

affliction. It relieves all pain instantly,

Organs.

defeat.

New York into New Jersey, across
New Jersey and over the Delaware.
The British held New York, swarmed
over New Jersey in devastating numbers and established a number of military posts along the Delaware, at
and elsewhere.
Princeton
Trenton,
They were waiting for the river to

freeze solidly enough to permit them
to croîs on the Ice. Then they Intended to capture Philadelphia and put an
end to what was left of Washington's
army and of the Revolution itself. The
most dreaded of all the British troops
were the German mercenaries (known
as Ilesslans). A body of about 1.200 of
these Hessians, under command of a
famous German named Kahi. were encamped in and around Trenton.
Therefore on Christmas night Washington embarked every available Continental soldier in flatboats and crossed tiie lee choked Delaware, bound for
Trenton. He intended to make the
crossing, then cover the nine miles to
Trenton and fall on the enemy under
But this part of
cover of darkness.
the plan fell through, as had most of

American plans of late, for tinpassage of the river was impeded by
ice and current, making the heavily
laden boats travel at a snail's pace.
Then, when the landing was made, a
blizzard sprang up. and the march was
made amid a blinding swirl of snow:
hence It was broad daylight when the
little, ragged army fell upon the IlesTo make
slan outposts at Trenton.
their success still more improbable,
some Tory had sent Raid a warning of
the

their approach. But the Hessians so
despised their foes that they did not
dream the ill equipped patriots would
.lorn

nttrw.k

t

tablespoon each of butter
"My train leaves at 2:30."
md fiour, one cup of liquor from cucum"I didn't know you owned a train."
bers ; add salt and pepper and the juica
"I don't yet.
In buying my ticket and
at one-half a lemon; when thick and
sleeping car berth I only made a partial
imooth add one-half pimento, shredded,
I expect to square up for the
»nd one heaping tablespooon of cold· payment.
rest when I meet the porter."
:ooked peas. Lay cucumbers on strips

» sauce

of one

of thin crisp toast and pour the eauce
jver them.—Good
Housekeeping.

"John, I found a look of hair among
pour old letters."
"Well?"
"I never gave it to you."
"Don't worry. I don't remember who

A druggist told us to apply aqua-amnonia to old rubbers to make them
1 thine.
He aaid the action of the air
ipon the ohemicals used in the manufacture of the rubber can be counter1 luted by the ammonia.

lid."

,nee

35c.

$1.00

50c.

The Ideal
Vacuum Cleaner.
A neat, strong, compact, portable machine, weighing only
20 pounds, that contains right
within itself all the parts of
the

efficient

most

cleaning system.
Operated by
It

puts

no

tax on

Everybody

can

In the

wear

and teir
save

strength.

your furIn time,

on

and health, it will
It quickly pays for itself
save you.
many times over. You simply can't
afford to be without it.
It does the work of Vacuum Cleaning Power Plants costing $500,
$1,000 end upward, and does it better and with more convenience.

and

ing

dustless,

of cleanthat the world has ever known

For full

particulars, enquire

of

Sole agent for Oxford Co.,

or

H. L. HORNE.

STATE

Liquid Paint.
MADE IN NEW ENGLAND.
FOR NEW ENtiLAND.

BEST

For Sale

A LOW PRICE
—

Carpets
and clean

Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

"TUB Nil Ml!"

HILLS,Y
Jeweler and Graduate

Optioian.

Lowest Prices in Oxford Gountv.
NORWAY, MAINE.

the

M.t'.ne,

iu ·.·.·
Witness the Hon. Clabem k ΙΙλι»
uf the said Court, md the seal thereof, i, !'.,rt.
.\'tv,
land, In said District, on the 22nd day
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEW El, < ..·r.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order ther«
Κ
Attest —J % M ES Ε. 11 Κ

NOTICE OF FORECLOM It Γ..
WHEREAS, Jame* M. Hasey and V
Haeey of Oxford, by their in· < ι. ι.··
,(
May 40, 1907, ami recorded In »xford K» y
tu·
Deeds, Book 297, Page 4.W, conveyed to
t
undersigned, a certain parcel of real eetm·
uate lu Oxford, In the County of Oifori u l
bounded as follow', viz.:
HegtnulnK it ttie
southwently corner of the homestead of I.· ·i,
Dunn ami on the shore of The
thence on the southerly line of said l>
homestead to the road leading frorn < >xfor
lagetoWest Poland, thence southerly ίι ,: l
I
road one hundred and llftv rods to a tak<
··*
I
► tones at the northeasterly corner of '.in·!
*
by Cyrus S. Hayes, thence south -ev·
(ίβ) degrees west on -<ald Hayes' line -t uv
one (71) rod· to the Miore of Tli>
thence on the shore of said pond to ti c t-«.!nt
liegun at. The same being their homc.-te
And whereas the condition* of *ald π ι. .„·«
f
has been broken, now therefore, by ri
the breach of the condition thereof
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Oxford, this lirst day of Ju:>. \ I>

S. RICHARDS,

WORMS

the "unknown" ailment from which
hollow-eyed, peevish chil-

many pale,
dren suffer.

1
Eait Sumner, Me June II, !
HONORABLE BOARD OF C<> MV
COMMISSIONERS, GREETISU
We, the undersigned, Selectmen of th·· Τ xn
of Sumner, County of Oxford, State ο! M > .<·,
.f
respectfully petition your Honorable !!·
bounty Commissioners, to change tin·
·.·!,
of a certain piece of road, In the Valley
[90 called) beginning at or near a certali
te 1
ι-ert, a few rod· south of the present eon»t<
<
4tate Road, anil extending In a southerly
lion to the bridge across the Heal ! lir
'ailed) and to change as much of Ml: r- ji,
ίοutheartt of said brook, as In their i id
iha 11 be necessary to straighten said η

ΓΟ THE

public

travel,

at

J

Village. In
on
Wednesday, Au/uct I-, ;.· ■.·,
αηΊ I
Α
Μ
of
the
at
ten
clock,
iex',
iroeeed to view the route mentioned In
>etltlon; Immediately afterwhlehvtew.nl·
DC Of to· parties an·! their witnesses wil
ia<l at eome convenient place In the fWl
ind such other measures taken In the premliΛ
is the Commissioners shall judge proper.
tlx further <)κι>κκκι>, that iiotli* of the
:lace and purpose of the Commissioners' n
ng aforesaid Im> given to all jiersons ami
•orations Interested, liy causing attested ο
if nal' I petition an<l of thin onler thereon
erved noon the Clerk of the Town of Sm
ifonMH)and au.) posted ui> In three pi
•Lieee In said town, and published three u.
uccesslvely In the Oxfonl Democrat, a
nriaud at PaHa· la said Cooaty
paper
on I, the first of said publications, a tit
lie other noticed, to be maile, nerve·! an!
it leant thirty davs before said time
ng, to the end tfiat all iierson* and «
.lone may then ami there appear anil
<
:;iuhc, If any they have, why the pra>
laid petitioner* should not lie grantcl
t
»
M
C'H A RI.KS F. W HIT AN.
ΛΤΤΚ8Τ
A true copy of said Petition anl <>·
Sourt thereon.
't
ATTKST:—CHABLES Κ. WHITMAN,
School House at East Suuiner

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times
"The equipment for wheat cleansinsr
Is as extensive anil expensive as that
The freedom
for grinding purposes.
of rtour front dirt and bacteria shows
in its appearance."
Prof. Wm. Jaoo,
In National Anuciatiun Het ttte.

Wheat specially selected f«>r William
Tell Flour is stored.in hermetically
sealed tanks, at Anste'd & Burk s bi^
mills.
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything:—even the sewing of the
bags-is done by clean, bright machinery.
Note how much purer William Tell is
This means wheat
than other flours.
cleaning by the most complete equipment known to modem milling science.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom suchasonly Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on having—

William Tell
For Sale

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Mouldings sjL

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,
■

Dr. Austin
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

S

λ / t

Jounty,

Nichait St..

Eye-measuring Specialist,

GEO KG Κ II

STATE OF MAIN'K.
30UNTY OK OXFORD, se.
Itoard of County Commissioners, Mav
11*19; hcl-t by adjournment lune 12, 1
UPON the foregoing petition, M:itl■*fa- t..r· W
lence bavin* l>een received that the petit!'
in: respon slide, an<l that tnijulry Into the ir
if their npiilleatlon Is expedient, It ih
hat the County Commissioner* meet

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

■o

in

represent tut
)U
the 13th day of March, la"t pant, he vu
luly adjudged bankrupt, under the Λα- of
mu
Jongrcss relating to Bankruptcy; that
luly surrendered all his property and rVht. of
tl.«
property, and has fully complied wit;
of
requirements of said Acts and oftne ,·
Sourttouching his bankruptcy.
That he nay »>. <c
Wherefore he prays,
;reed by the Court to nave a full dtscharv. : ,-n
ill debt· provable against his estate ui;
11
bankruptcy Act·, except such debt* a tre tx
jepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this Ulh day of May, Λ. I). 1
Ε I.I A R L. BUCK, Bankrupt.

Π Γ. A !..

in Crayon, Water color,

are

of

Item with the requirement· of the ^t.a·· n
ivay Commissioner.
1 Select
M. R KOGO,
f
W. V. REDDING,
GEO. D. GROSE, ) mum

High Grade Portrait Work

tliey

BUCK,

make It convenient for

&

A Japanese Greeting.
The Illustration shows how the very
polite children in Japan greet each
meet In the street
other when

L.

η

··

Mats, Mirrors

a|

Instead of saying "Hello!" as you glrlb
m.d boys do, these ceremonious little
people bend almost double and rub
the knees In salutation.

by

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Paris.
Sample Card· Free.

Portland Division.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

proved
Englund.

BAY

|1.1S

of night he and
to close out odd patterns
his army slipped
bore
and
away
up stock.
dowu on Princeton. where severBritish regial
ments were waiting to job CornAt sun
wallis.
rise Jau. 3, 1777,
Corner Main and
Washington fell
upon these regiukssians at then·
ments and. after
ΐΟΝ·
a fiercely coutested battle, defeated them with great
loss. Then, with two notable victories I
in eight days to his credit, Washington
retired to northern New Jersey.
In vain as summer drew near did
the British try to draw Washington
lie retreated
into a general battle,

to

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.

[astern Steamship Company.

Wool

of Maine:

Dlxileld,
Countv of Oiford, ami State of
ELIAB
said District, raepertfully

Ι.Ό9.
Î7.B

NORWAY, MAINE,

ON

BUCK,
J In Bankrupt.·»
Bankrupt. )
Γο the Hon. Clarknuk IIale, Judge of ti e ic,
trlct Court of the Unlte<l States for the District

■

S. D. ANDREWS,

—

Discharge.

itatod.

efficient

thoroughly

strictly sanitary system

J

by

It has made thoroughly practical
and possible for all the only abso-

lutely

Petition for

■

No skill

you.

Bankrupt's

the matter of
ELIAB L.

printed

needed to operate it
Compared
with sweeping, it is no work at all.
Every machine guaranteed.

nishings, it will
labor, strength

η

<

vacuum

afford it.

ADDISON B. HERKICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Keirl»i«r

ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΗΚΚΕΟΛ

hand.

the

Laura ·. Uturtevant, late of Canioo, deeased; will and petition for probate thereof
ire·BBtad by W. H. Eastman, the executor
herein named.

DISTRICT OF MAIM!, 88.
c
»t
On this 22nd day of May, A. t). 1
Ing the foregoing |>etltlon, It Is—
• Ordered by the Court, That a heath./
·,Λ|
upon the same on the Uth day of June, λ D
rjtr.f, before said Court at Portland, In -v. I
,t
trlct, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, ·.·
(>, :n
notice thereof lie published In tin· oxf.,
In said I>Utn
4n l
ocrât, a newspaper
that all known creditors, and other per->r. in
Interest, may appear at the Hid time
and show cause, if an ν thev have, why
cr of said petitioner should not l>e gram··
η. T,at
And It Is further ordered by the <
mall to all km·»
!
the Clerk shall send
l
Itore copies of said petition and thl- τ
tressed to them at tnclr places of re M.

$25.00.

Price

er

gain

Maine.

South Paris,

(Fully Protected by Patents.)

lie lighted many
campfires to de

before

and

NEAR Q. T. STATION,

the)

ever

CARRIAGES,

E. 0. HILLETT,

"It Eats Up the Dirt"

one way; 99.OO Round Trip.
So it was that Washington easily
beat back the outposts and buried bis
DAILY 1KLIDIKK HFKDAYH.
arinv upon the town itself. The rudeSteamships "Governor Dingley" or
ly awakened Hessians fought bravely,
"Bay State" leave Franklin Wharf,
inn could not Aold their own against |
Portland, week days at 7 P. uM Sundays
The enemy at S r.
that furious onslaught.
m., for Boston.
were driven out of the streets into the
Returning
fields beyond, surrounded and forced
to surrender.
Nearly a thousand IlesLeave Union Wharf, Boston, week
.siuns were made prisoners. Itahl was | days and Sundays, at 7 P. M., for Portslain, and quantities of provisions, land.
weapons and ammunition were takeu.
Through tickets on sale at principal
Cornwallis, with a large army, bore railroad stations.
to
capdown upon Trenton, planning
Freight rates as low as other lines.
ture Washington by sheer force oil
numbers before the Americans could
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
recross the Delaware to safety, for
Portland, Me.
river by this time was practically impassable. Washington hit upon a daring master stroke to avoid this peril.|

ceive the British
Into believing tin
patriot army wen
still cnrampc.:
near Trenton, ig
norant of the im
pending attack.
Then under êov

Full line of NEW

CARRIAGE FURNISHINGS
REPAIRS.

IN USE 57 YEARS

Fare

Do you have that dark brown taste in
pour mouth every morning when you
twake? If so, you are bilious and should
take two or three of those little Bloodine Liver Pills, easy to take, never sick·
sn, weaken or gripe, 25c., mailed by The
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.

To keep brown sugar from lumping,
is it invariably does in a high and dry
iltitude, put in a glass jar and keep in
tbe refrigerator. The moisture of the
refrigerator is just sufficient to keep the
ingar in good condition. Cheese can be
kept fresh in the same way.

j

!
efficiency than any known Blowing Machines,
on
themarket
Mary P. Weatworth, late of BrowndeM
preparation
Horse Rakes,
leceased second account presented for allow.
by Arthur Merrill and William II. Meet,
and
Keeps your blood pure
Disc & Tooth Harrows, rorth, executor·.

liotll

them, striking lightning
eesay.
No. 537.—Poetical Mlxup:
quick blows, then withdrawing out of
The heights by great men reached and
reach of reprisal. He was In a measkept
ure repeating the Indian tactics that
Were not attained by sudden flight.
bad played such havoc with the British
But they, while their companions slept.
Were tolling upward In the night.
regulars in the French and Indian
•
—Longfellow.
At Brandywiue Creek, Sept. 11.
wars.
No. 538.—Charade: Serve, ant—serv1777, lie was forced Into a battle by
ant.
the British general Howe and was deNo. 530.—Anagram: Stop, spot, tope,
feated. Howe thus captured PhiladelHut, thanks to Washington's
pots, post.
Bre, stir in a good cup of flaked, cold
If people with symptoms of kidney or phia.
No. 540.—Stroke Letter Puzzle: Hale, cooked fish and simmer just long enough bladder trouble could realize their dan- tactics, the holding of the Quaker City
to
heat through. Meanwhile, heat tbe
hate; dale, date; hall, halt.
ger they would without loss of time required so large a force that Its possacumber cases and covers thoroughly oommence
No. 641.—Roman Numerical
a loss rather than
Foley's Kidney session
an

25& and 50c. a bottle.

Pianos

FOB

olutionary wartin» Hrst gieain of
hope in the black
ness of perpetual

All summer and fall, ever since the
signing of the Declaration of Independence, (lie patriot forces had suffered a long series of defeats. Washington and Ids half starved, half frozen
little army had been driven out of

A fresh tongue is necessary for braisPut the tongue in a kettle, cover
with boiling water, and cook slowly two
hours. " Take tongue from the water and
Place in a deep
remove skin and roots.
pan and surround with one-third cup
each of carrot, onion and celery, cut in
dice; add one sprig of parsley; then pour
Cover closely and
over four cups sauce.
bake two hours, turning after the first
hour. Serve on a platter with the sauce
strained around it.

Set

Doors and Window Screens—Wo make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
have

ware.

ing.

Osborne Farm
Machinery, I am prepared
to furnish
the

crowing

American flap
floating above the
c ο m m a. η d e r'i
head
(whereas
the American flap
was not even deigncd until 1777),
the picture is important as marking the turning
point of the Rev-

chossi.no tub delà-

BKAISEl) TONGUE.

Having taken the agency

for

your stomach and bowels
If you Cream Separators,
the Delaware on clean and healthy.
Etc.
Christmas night, feel
languid and out of Gasoline Engines,
1770. Apart from
the fact that it sorts, take it to-day—the
portrays an results will show.
And All Repairs for Same.
ington

SALAD*

Marinate in oil and vinegar, in separate bowls, spinach, chopped carrots,
potatoes and toots. Arrange on a platter in ringe, the spinach outside, then
the carrots and then the potatoes and the
beets in the middle. Serve with a generous supply of mayonnaise.

TRUE'S ELIXIR

ΡΒΦ1ΑΤΒ NOTICE*.
'ο all penou later··ted la either of the eiutei
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Pari·, In vacation, in
nd for the County of Oxford, on the 21*t day 0f
une, la the fear of our Lord one thousand
line hundred and nine, the following matter
avlng been pre«ented for the action thereupon
erelnafter Indicated, It U hereby Obuerkk
That notice thereof be given to all person· in
erected, by causing a copy of thl· order to I*
mbUahed three week· successively in the o*.
ord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
'aria, In aald County, that they may appear at a
'robate Court to be held at aald Parle, on tbe
bird Tueeday of July, A. D. 1909, at nine of the
lock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon if
beyaee cauae:
Auaitu t. Knight, late of Rumford, d«.
eaaed; will and petition for probate thereof
ireaent'd by Freeland A. Knight and Charles
Î. Knight, the executor· therein named.
;

FAMOUS picture
represents Wash

Mix and add salt and pepper.
Beat into the mixture one-quarter cup of
creamed batter, and half a cup of veal
gravy. Line a dish with pastry, fill with
the mixture and cover with the pastry.
Bake in a medium oven and serve with
slices of lemon.
BUBSIAN

Harvesting
riachinery. j
contains 100 per cent more

By Albert Payton Terhune

fine.

LIMA BEANS

represented lu the puzzle herewith offered. See If you can guess what they

X.—The Revolution.
The Christmas Battle.

of Bum's unlucky dug days
himself horribly chewed up.

—

BUSS BUSINESS COLLEGE. Lewiston, Me.

plsase:

was one

He got

Cook until tender a cup of lima beans
in boiling salted water to which a pinch
of soda has been added. Drain off the
liquid and add a pint of milk to the
beans instead.
Slightly thicken the
milk with a tablespoon of bacon fat
mixed with a tablespoon of flour. Add
salt and pepper and placé on a platter
surrounded with slices of broiled or
fried bacon.

Equipment.

Allow us to arrange a cours» for you an>i after graduation place you io a position. Dut of Three Huudred and Eighty calls for help the past year we could only
supply 174. The Γ.Η)0 Catalogues are now ready. Send for one. Address
-*7 37

of cooked veal and half

pound of cooked ham cut In small
pieces, two oups of cooked maearonl,
also cut small, one quarter of a cup of
ohopped onion, one teaspoon of chopped
parsley, two hard-cooked eggs ohopped
a

SALMON

Finest Location and

at

much of the onion and breaa as possible.
Put into a saucepan, rub one tablespoon
of butter and two of flour to a cream and
stir into the hot mixture until it thickens.
Season with salt and pepper, add
one pint of milk, heated, with a tiny bit
of soda; boil up and serve. ▲ small can
of soup diluted as for serving may be
used in plaoe of the soup stock.

Two tablespoons of butter, one-balf
cup of eugar, one egg, one-half cup of
milk, two teaspoons of baking powder
sifted with two cups of flour. Spread in
a large shallow pan and cover with sliced
peaches, adding a' few kernels, a sprinkling of sugar and a whiff of cinnamon.
Press down slightly and bake thirty five
to forty minutée.

window,

J. P. RICHARDSON, South Paris.

Largest Attendance.

Here le a true story of a dog tbtrt
could not have shown more common
•ense if be bad been actually hunm.n.
This dog's name Is Bum. perhaps called
so because be Is such a tramp and
such η fighter when other dogs come
about his street. He belongs to Daulel
Fnlvoy. an orderly In a hospital In
New York city. Bum hns lived In and
about the hospital nearly all his life.
He knows us well as the doctors do
when a patient who has been shot or
hurt In any way Is brought in the hospital ambulance and carried In and
lifted upon the table for the sùrgeons
Bum has witnessed
to oiwrate on.
surgical operations a thousand times
and knows what they are for.
Well, not long ago Bum got Into α
It
street light with another canine.

ΒΟϋΡ.

PEACH TEACAKE.

Barbed Wire, Nails, Garden Tools, Paints, Oils,
Hardware of Every Description.

Largest Faculty.

Story The Wars of
About a Dog.
Our Country

A Good

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN,

SOUTH PARIS.

Tenney,

Oculist,
be at his Norway office over

<

NOTICE.
The

lave

eubecribers hereby (five nolle·· t(
been iluly appointed executors ■<.

will ami testament of

ALMON YOUNG,

late of lllr

it t
t:

-t

itn
ar

In the County of Ox font, deceased,
All personbonds as the law direct*.
leminds against the estate of said deci
leslred to present the same for settleii"
ill Indebted thereto arc requested to n il
ucnt Immediately.

WALTER B. CLARKE, Portlat
FANNIE M. Y. CLIFFORD, Λ»
May leth. 190».

~

.it*

I

V

»

.::·<■·

The resident agent for Kannle M ï
Is Η. Ν. Gardner, 120 Exchange Street, Ρ
Maine.
NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United Sûtes f
of
District
Maine. In liankruptcy.
In

the matter of

ne

)

In Bankt .pt- ;
IRWIN W. BOBBINS.
of Woodstock, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of Irwin W. Bobbin*, Ι;ι ·'
L'ounty of Oxford and district afore*»! ;
Notice le hereby given that on the Jtti· >■1
April, Α. D. 190!), the said Irwin W. li" ■'·«
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, an·! urn:
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
jf the Referee, No. S Market Square, South l'art»,
on the 7th day of Jul ·, A. D. 1909, at 10 ο
in the forenoon, at which time the nal'! π
t .t
may attend, prove their claims, appol ■■·»··«
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and '.r:.
luch other business as may pro|>erl>
Fore said meeting.
South Pari·, June is, 1901·.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Referee In Hankr pt. v.

}

Farm for Sale.

Farm 150 acres. Good HiiiliJiiig*·
Winter 20 head and team. Good
wood lot. Orchard 5<;o trees. Silo.
Sold witii or
Private trout pond.
house.
10 room
without

crops.
with basement. BuildShed. Carriage
ings connected.
louse.
Good road. Mail delivered.
Cream collected. Telephone.
Barn

40x80,

A nice

•6-7

summer

home.

GEORGE O. CHASE.
Route 3, South Paris, Me.

Will
C.
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

Friday, July 16lh,
ΙΟ A. Sf. to 4 P. 91.

At Rumford,

Friday, July 9th.

Eyes

examined frte and all Glasses
warranted satisfactory.

MeCALL PATTERNS
snd
Celebrated for style, perfect fit, simplicity
in r.rit'y
reliability nearly 40 ye.irs. Sold hut"
United
in
the
town
and
every city
'' n
Canada, or by mail direct. Mere «<>'!
Send for free citilop'·'·
any other make.

Delay in oommeocing treatment for a
iligbt irregularity that could have been
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Foley's Honey and Tar not only stops
sored
quickly by Foley's Kidney Remedy
chronic coughs that weaken the constiLewiston, every day except Fridays. McCALL'S MAGAZINE
result in a serious kidney disease.
tution and develop into consumption,
In buying pearl buttons for children's nay
More subscribers than any other
l itSnakes With Glass Eyes.
Foley's Kidney Remedy builds up the
WORM KILLER
bat heals and strengthens the lungs. It ilothes, make it a rule to
magazine—million a month. In\jiuablr.
buy tbe same irora out tissues and strengthens these
tmllt" ■*,
est
Snakes may almost be said to have
ifforda comfort and relief in the worst ι ityle and
styles,
patterns,
dressmaking,
of
button.
When
a
butWanted.
grade
Candy Lozenges will make them bright,
(
plain sewing, fancy needlework, nairdro
>rgans. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
sasea of chronic bronchitis, asthma, hay t ion is
cr·
glass eyes. This is because tbeir eyes happy, healthy—with normal appetite.
missing it will not be necessary to
etiquette, good stories, etc. Only 50
A situation as an experienced nurse.
a Iree paitct
Fever and lung trouble. F. ▲. Shurtleff I lunt for one to match, as there is alwayi
and
each
are
without
uevcr
All
Trial
lids,
proves.
druggists.
close,
"You
seem
much
year (worth double), including
impressed with that
<"!''·
for
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone t Co.
send
sample
Write
to
Mrs.
A.
E.
subscribe
totlay,
Towasend, Oxford,
ι supply on hand.
Is covered with a transparent scale KICKAPOO MEDICINE CO.. CUntonvlll·, Ct
;cho."
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
Maine, R. P. D. 1, or telephone E. L. VONDEBFUL INDUCEMENTS
to ouy for New Year's present.
"It's a wonderful thing."
t », u'
much resembling glass. When the repirum
t«> Ayenl». Postal brings pr,
"You ought to save money for your
"But why this unusual interest?"
and new cash prize otic: s. AilJn
Burns, New England 12-4, Oxford and
tile molts, or sheds its outer skin, the
The wearer of rnbber gloves who
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
A
apnew Lot
family."
*0kk
can say hello without bearing
I
"Why,
ΠΖ
HcCALL CO.. Î» I· ttt W. 37>U Si.. NEW
Otisfield
Oxford.
dies
rest
of
13tf
come
wltb
the
the adhesive plaster with ruboff
14,
eye scales
Here ie
"Yes, but-"
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
1 ibat the line's busy."
ier base, need by surdons, to the small
the transjwrent envelope that the snake of Plumbing Goods.
The best of
"But what?"
a good trade in musical instruments.
toles that soon appear in the gloves,
"My family won't let me."
Delay in taking Foley's Kidney slips out of. The snake's eye scale Is oak woodwork for closets. No old
rill find their usefulness prolonged.
] lemedy if you have backacho, kidney or so tough that it effectually protects the
goods. Call and see this line. JobWoman for general house work,
▲re you tortured to death daily with
I «ladder trouble, fastens the disease upon eye from the twigs, sharp grass and
2o thoroughbred Barred Plymouth
attended to.
No
J.
Sczema? why suffer when Bloodine
A neat and individual place card is ! rou and makes a cure more difficult. other obstructions that the snake meets bing promptly
cook, washing done out. Fam- lock hens and male, one and two
good
for
team.
)intment will give you Instant relief and | roduced by having one's monogram
Commence
taking Foley's Kidney with In Its travels, yet It Is transpar- charge
ly of two.
>ermanently cure you. 50c. a box, mail- ι tamped on small cards. The regular I lemedy to-day and yoa will soon be ent enough to allow the most perfect
Billing»
ears old.
Xj. Ί&. Loneley,
Κ. N. PRINCE,
id by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, ι tationery die oan be used for this, and rell. Why risk a serious malady? F. ▲.
vision.
A. D. PARK.
Me.
'i
u
Maine.
las·.
ί
4
t
IhurtUff
he
Buckfield,
Co.
effeot is very good.
Norway,
util

KICKAPOO

·■

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

n

1

or

c

n

WANTED.

1

For Sale.

